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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
NEW YORK - Former Defense Secretary Clark Clifford, writing
about the refusal of American Allies in Asia to contribute more to
the Vietnam War effort:
Was it possible for the =boos which were neighbors of Vietnam
to have had a clearer perceptive of the tides of world events in 1967
than we?"
NEW YORK - Mario Procacino, victorious candidate in New York's
Democratic mayoral primary,replying to charges that he represents
a white blackla_di:
"If you think of my record as thatof a biget then you must be out
01 your cotton pickin' mind."

Don Henry of Murray Named
KSBA First Region Chairman
Donald E. Henry of Murray has assumed the chairmanship of KSBA's First Region, following the resignation last month of former chairman Lawrence E.
11.
Albritton of Paducah.
Mr. Henry, who had served as vice chairman of the
region since March, has
been a member of the Murray Independent Board of
Education for over three
years.
"I shall do everything in
m% power to help make the
First Region one of the
best in the state," Mr.
Henry taid in accepting the
post. As a regional chairman, he will serve on
KSBA's 21-member Boarei
of Directors.
An agent for the State
DONALD E. HENAN'
Farm Insurance Company,
Mr. Henry is a past president of the Murray Optimist
Club and a member of that city's First United Methodist Church.
The First Region includes thirteen county and five
independent school districts in far-western Kentucky.-

By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of the United States

HOW NEGRO EDUCATION LEVEL LAGS
Titan of Schooling Completed by Adults

DETROIT - Melvin Barry White, a 14-year-old who will enter
Wayne State University in September, revealing his heroes:
'-'I believe in the philosophy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and the way he was willing to go against all evil and violence. I
like Charlie Brown, too, because he's always getting in and out of
adRge."

MUER•Y. KKNTUCKY

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

HARD FACTS ABOUT
**HARD" NARCOTICS
You bear much these days
about drug abuse and addiction; and these columns have
dealt with such subjects as
marihuana, LSD, amphetamines
("pep" pills), and barbiturates
("sleeping" pills).
These are all mind-affecting
drugs, and are widely misused
or abused despite their hazards.
Only the last two, the amphetamines and barbiturates, have
an) real medical treatment uses.
Although all these—and other
--drugs that affect the mind are
narcotics in a sense, the core of
the problem is what some authorities call the "hard" narcotics.
•
The term generally refers to
opium and pain-killing drugs
made from opium, such as heroin. morphine, methadon, pareBoric, and codeine. Several
man-made or synthetic drugs,
such as demerol and dolophine,
are also classed as narcotic...I.
They are very much with us,
as headlines frequently proclaim. Some authorities feel
that narcotic addiction is increasing; others think that it
remains at about the same level.
Whatever may be the case, the
hard fact is that the narcotics
problem is unduly large, has
many ramifications, and is a
despairingly difficult matter to
solve.
Of the narcotics, heroin appears to be the drug used by
most addicts today. More than

NE1V,YORK -Joe Frazier, making a prediction on his heavyweight
title bout with Jerry Quarry:
"If I'm knocked down, I'll get up. But If I knocic him down, he
ain't gettin' up."
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60,000 known addicts are listed
by the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs. Most of these
live in the cities and figures
'bow that more than half of the
addicts are under 30 years of
age.
What is the life of an addict
like?
Getting a continued supply of
the drug often becomes the
main object of his life. This
frequently prevents him from
continuing his education or his
lob. His health is often bad.
His life span may be shortened
by 15 to 20 years.
Narcotic addicts are sick people. They need treatment for
their physical addiction, then
for the difficult withdrawal period, and then they desperately
need help to keep from going
back on drug use.
We are just beginning to look
upon narcotic addition as a disease, to provide facilities to
provide treatment, and to develop adequate research to find
answers to the many unknown
factors about both narcotics and
their users.
One encouraging development
is the Federal Narcotic Addict
Rehabilitation Act, which is
now being put to work to benefit both the public and the addict.

ALMANAC

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM(
' HOW TO KILL IT.
Today is Thursday, June 19,
IN ONE HOUR.
quick-drying T-4-L chocks
the 170th cloy of 1989 with 196 Strong,
itch and burning or your 59. back
at any drug counter, nom, in 3-5
to follow.
watch infected skin slough off.
The moon is between its new ,days
Watch HEALTHY skis appear
NOW
phase and First quarter.
se
HOLLAND DRUG CO
The morning stars are Mercury, Venus and Saturn.
The evening stars are man
and' Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1858 the Republicans adjourned their first national convention in Philadelphia, nominating John Freemont for President.
In 1912 the U. S. government
adopted the eight-hour day for
all its employees.
In 1934 Congress created the
Federal Communications Commission to regulate interstate
communications, including radio and television broadcasting. kW gun fclins
In 1968 more than 50.000
persons took part in a "Pool
People's March" in Washington.

Today thru Sat.

ElVIS

A thought for the day: Willie
C.ather said, "There are all those
early memories; one can not get
another set; one has only
those."

Dam

stssairmar

Truman C.apote's chronicle of a crime,the
most discussed best-seller of the decade!

"One of the finest
pictures of this year
and possibly
of the decade!"

Next week's article will deal
with this Act.
Write to NIMH, Box 1080,
Washington, D.C. 20013 for a
free leaflet on narcotics.

-Arthur Knopf,

Saturday Reviles,
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"This is 3 big one,
perhaps the biggest
of the year!"
-Wanda Hale New York Daly News

"A stunning
piece of
cinema,
literally
stunning!!!"
—Liz Smith,

COSITPOOo/itan
Jerry York, 417 So. 10th St.,
Magar,ne
Murray; Clifton Osten, Rte. 2,
FRANKFORT, Ky.- It's quite bellsvthe College for a year,
I Hazel; James R. Scott, Rte. 1,
-Vernon
Scott
a jump from secretary in the Then she worked in the county
Uruted Press Internationat
JUNE 14, 1969
. Lynn Grove; Mrs. Evell Groves,
"This is
Garrard County judge's office Judge's office and for the teleIRte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Brenda DunCAN WE NARROW THE EDUCATIONAL GAP? - Lack of educaone of the
to the receptionist of the Gover- phone company in Lancaster,
ADMISSIONS
tion is a major cause of Negroes' economic problems. Only
can k Baby Boy, Rte, 6, Murray;
nor of Kentucky.
It was Murphy, a former Garbest!"
Mrs. Karen Bolls & Baby Girl, 1 adult Negro in 22 is a college graduate, compared to 1 in
-town Mintallal
But June Barge seems to have rard County tax commissioner,
WIC N
Mrs. Peggy Lee Washburn & 1506 Belmont Dr., Murray; Mrs. 9 adult whites. Only 1 in 9 has attended college, compared
made the switch successfully wi- who recruited her into state govBaby Boy, Rte. 1, Dexter; Bill Helen Spann & Baby Boy, 805
to 1 in 4 whites. At the grade school level 1 in 6 adult
thout ever losing her perpetual ernment.
C. Coleman, 501 Souththarn Dr., Minerva Place, Murray; Mrs,
Negroes has less than 5 years of formal education. The corgood humor.
The contrast in images is unMontgomery, Ala., Mrs. Mary Ola Holt, Rte. 4, Dresden,Tenn.;
responding figure for whites is 1 in 24. Although progress
Since February, Miss Barge avoidable. While patronage man
L. Richardson, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Gladys Raspberry, P. 0. has been made in the last few years especially
"The most
has served as Gov. Louie B. Murphy is often cast in the role
in the perJames Andes, Nattc Marine Mr Box 87, Hazel:
centage of Negroes completing high school-the gap at all
Nunn's receptionist in addition of the hard-hearted politician,
brilliantly executed picture
De(.; Mrs. Thelma Hebei, Rte.
educational levels must be narrowed greatly if Negroes are
to her older duties as secretary there is a touch of innocence
of
our time!"
5, Murray; Twin Girls Morey,
to start realizing the benefits of economic growth to the
to Loyd Murphy, the governor's about Miss Barge.
-Del Carnes The Der ver Post
1608 College Farm Road, Mursame extent as whites.
patronage aide.
She doesn't drink or smoke
ray; Mrs. Dessee Alton, Rte. 2,
The pace can get pretty hectic, and one of her biggest thrills
Hazel; John H. Jones, Rte. 3,
particularly when the governor, was her trip to the Republican
Murray; Yrs. Nannie E. Lovto Lakeland, Ind.; two lots in has a full day of appointments National Convention
last sumins, 1415 Poplar, Murray:
COLUMBUS. Ohio (UPI) Panorama Shores Subdivision.
In the office. And sometimes mer. It was her first trip to a
Death or injury to small children
Jackie Burkeen and Shirley additional visitors appear with- national convention
and to Miami
DISMISSALS
in household accidents may be
Burkeen to Lee Tinsley and Nor- out an appointment and expect Beach.
attributed directly to a lack of
ma Tinsley; lot in Wildwood Co- Miss Barge to get them in to "I had my
picture made with
Ronnie Schroader, Rte. 1, Dex- protection by those responsible
William M. Smith and Julianne mmercial Subdivision.
see Nunn.
Art Linkletter," she recalls,
ter; Mrs. Waoda Allen, Rte. 2, for their can, reports air Ohio ,W. Smith to Dortha Dunn; lot in
June S. Gingles of Nashville,
But it doesn't'seem to ruffle
Needless to say, Miss Barge
Dover, Tenn., Miss Francis Wh- State University sociologist.
College View Addition.
Tenn.; and Judy S . Fitts of Miss Barge.
is a Republican and she is deitnell, 1219 Dogwood Dr., Mur"When a baby is born it is
Geurin Construction Co., Ind., Murray to E. S. Roberts and
"I don't think I've ever seen voted to the Nunn administraray; Mrs. Pauline Garland, Newl completely at the mercy of its to Will D. Geurin and Virginia Thelma Roberts; property
in Ca- her made," one of her co-work- tion.
Concord; Mrs. Wilma Hicks,Rte. parents," W.E. Stuckey explains. Geurin; 20 feet off lot in Sha-Wa lloway County.
_ers said.
"I feel like it's such an honor
3 Murray; Martin Elkins, 140 "If the child is burned, drowned, Circle Subdivision.
Bishop R. Baker and Katie
Miss Barge says she doesn't to work for Governor Nunn" she
Story Ave.. Murray: Mrs. Donna poisoned or crushed it has been
GAC Trans-World Acceptance H. Baker of Sterling Heights, have to work on being cheerful.
said - with a smile.
Eictridge, Rte. 5, Murray; miss denied protection by those Corp., of Allentown, Pa., to Roy Mich., to Gary Young and Dawn
"I think it just comes naturBynum
responsible
and
Dexter;
Mary
for
Bynum;
S.
1,
its
Rte.
lot
Parrish,
in
care."
Young; lot at intersection of ally," she said. "I love people."
Bonnie
Lakeway Shores.
Martins Chapel Roadand High- The only problem in her job
Carl R. Howard and Jill How- way 1550.
she'll admit to is "lack of time."
ard to Kenneth W. Thomas and
"The governor has such a
VaCatOir
Sylvia Thomas; two tracts of
busy schedule," she said. "It's
land on Highway 121.
herd to make all the appointIT'S
SILVER SPRING, Md.(UPI)
Brandon L. Parker and Mary
ments right away."
R. Parker of Fort Leavenworth,
Never
store
a
soiled
garment
Miss Barge's $7,344 - a -year
and never let stains remain in a
Kansas, to William M. Smith
job is not one for the clockwatchgarment for longer than a week.
Julianne
and
W. Smith; lot in
er type.
Harold Speight Subdivision.
The advice comes from the
"I don't think I've ever had
JUST
Affidavitt of descent of J. E.
a 40-hour week," she said. Her National Institute of
Drycleaners,
Waldrop, died April 3, 1969, to
which
warns
that
in
day usually extends from 8 a.m
Hugh Waldrop and Burr Waldrop.
to 5:30 or 6:00 p.m. During the some cases even seven days is
Telt lia•TiON'S
Herbert M. Perry to Henry
legislature, she has worked as too long. Faster action is urged
woe*****R•
E. Holton and Mary E. Holton;
PLUS
for
cooking
oils,
mayonnaise
and
late as 11:00 p.m.
STATE
TAX
salad
'75 acres in Calloway County.
oils,
whose
stains oxidize
A native of Lancaster, Miss
'Not °wadable July 14 Oflot ends Doc 31, 1416
In a hurry and become
Johnny Johaston and-Us-Odle
9.
schhigh
from
graduated
Barge
N71,1,71. •*
grJohnston to Don Richard Alexanpermanent.
attended Campthere
and
ool
der and Lois Elene Alexander;
REG
PAT Off
FOR
THE FAMILY . . . OR
lot on Payne Street.
for 2 OR MORE PEOPLE
Frances Taylor Watson of
Murray, Barney Taylor Watson
of Palo Alto, Calif., and Martha
Fiances Watson of Bowling GreCHOOSE AMONG THESE 3
en to James Nick Horton and
HOLIDAY INNS of DAYTONA BEACH
Frankie Jo Horton; lot in Bolen's
• S'
Enlargement on North 5th Street.
1 HOLIDAY INN, INTERSTATE 95. %ewes, and
brightest Inn. Bost locoloon to 'unpack once" end sint
Geurin Construction Co Inc
saw St Augustin*, Maronolang, Saver
Springs, Cap*
Alicusedy Space Center family Cafeteria 'doing
to L. P. Hendon and Velma Hengrmt food. budget priced
don; lots in Sha-Wa Circle Sub7 HOLIDAY INN NORTH. in town. itasy to react, I
division.
S I Close to free box% tooilit,es and 3 golf courses
Special greens fats accorded to guests of Holiday loss
Jesse McKinney and Neva Mc3 HOLIDAY INN WEST. Center of sports sreros.
Kinney to James R. Weston and
dog 'song golf At Daytorta Internetionill
Bomb out roaches.
Ruth L. Weston; lot in Grove
Speedway, U S 0, near intofstate 4
ants, flies, mosquitoes
Heights Subdivision.
"BEST FOR
U S." Sitting
moths, fleas, or any
-*AII3 Inns offer free beach and pool facilities of
W. R. Hall and Daphene Hall
alone on a dock near his Biflying or crawling insect,
Holiday Inn Oceanside, our resort inn, on the Ocean,
mini Grand Bahamas. reto Robert E. Hall and Linda Han
Kill-Ito Insect Bomb and
For AIEST VACATION BUY"
, WRITE OR CALL
Kill-Ito Roach and Ant Bomb
Elkins; lot on College Farm Rotreat. Rep Clayton Powell
i.
„.0
100AY
NOLISAT INNS FFFFFVATIOH C101011
I
kill quickly. And their
says only, "it is the best for
ad.
I
Tater "gest Vaeatiap See"
powerful,
residual
action
Laura Sutherland to William
the people of the U.S after
I
11798 International Speedway Blvd., Daytona Beach,Florida
keeps on killing If roaches,
32014t1
0. Dickinson and Betty M. Dicklearning the Supreme Court
or other insects are
PHONE(904) 255-7456
ants,
Chesterton,
inson of
had ruled the House of RepInd.; 1.28
Posorrstbn
-an be merle at any kioltday inn tree by cluing us on HOLIOEX 24588
having a blast at your erpen,,•
acres in Calloway County.
resentatives had no right to
UM SO•Cilli VW /t,0,1 411.0rINANIM to.
blast them with Kill-Ko
'BULLDOZED Pollee in Milwaukee. Wis. said an unidentified
".
IHNOilg
Winston R. Willis and Nina
exclude
him
in
1967 He writ,
It's a real bomb
youth took a bulldozer from a tractor company drove it
STATI
NM,
Ruth Willis to William H. Willaccused of abusing his (Mi(..
01111011A SUCH,
over .1 line of cars at University Dodge. abandoned the
Addre$11
F1.44l0A
iams and Barbara J. Williams; as chairman -of the Educa'dozer and dieappeared. Damage was estimated at $25.000
City
lot in Richland Subdivision.
tion and Labor Committee
.2*
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Wayne Stone and Mavis Stone
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On Baby Hurts
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VIEW OF THE CAPITOL

Bring forth fruit with patience. - Luke 8:15.
Fruit does not mature in a day. Vines and trees that bear fruit
at be carefully tended, then in due time ripe fruit may be
ed.
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National League

• A year ago today, Jerry Koosman won his 11th game in 13
decisions. Wednesday night he
evened his record at 4-4 and
said he couldn't be happier.
Koosnuua, who finished 19-12
last year as a rookie, pitched
a four-hitter to pace the New
York Meta to a 2-0 victory over
the Philadelphia Phillies. The
*important thing to the young leftbander, however, was the fact
that his bothersome left shoulder
was without pain.
"No, there's no pain at all in
the shoulder," said Koosman.
"It sure feels great, I'd like to
have 10 or 11 wins now but I'll
settle for what I have as long
as I'm Physically able"

ed out 18 hits to rout the Giants.
Tony Pere 4-for4, Bobby Tolan
3-for-6 and Alex Johnson batted
in two runs each to back Tony
Clonger's five-hit pitching.
Was Parker knocked in three
runs with a home run, a double
and a sacrifice fly to power the
Dodgers over the Padres. Don
Sutton pitched a three-hitter to
record his 10th victory of the
season.
Parker homered off Johnny
Podres in the first and hit a
sacrifice fly during a three-run
barrage in the third.
Ron Fairly doubled to trigger
a two-run second inning and drove
In another run in the fifth with a
single to power the Expos over
the Cardinals. Mike Wegener was
touched for nine hits as he evened
his record at 3-3. He hada shutout
until Tim McCarver homered for
the Cards in the ninth

Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
Player Clue
GAB R
Pct.
Carew Min
44I79 36 68
F.Robinson Bar
61 22/ 52 77 .336
Petrocelli Is.,
59 1% 39 64 .317
R.Smith gsri
50 191 33 62 .325
Megan Sea
4(44 26 52 .310
F.Howard Was
64 244 42 75 .307
Blair get
61 266 50 11 .305
Powell Sat
60 213 35 64 .300
Cater Oak
57 232 28 69 .297
Reichardt Cal
41 167 24 49 .293
Name Runs
R Jackson.
Oakland.
Petrocelli,
24:
Boston, 27; F.Howard, Washinglen, 19;
YastrzerniSki, Boston. le; Pepitcrie, New
York, 17.
Rees Batted IN
Minnesota,
Killebrew,
Powell,
54,
Baltimore, 53; R.Jeckson. Oakland. 50.
Yastrzemski.
T.Horton,
17.
Boston,
Cleveland, 46.
Pitching
5 Decisions
McNally, Baltimore, 9.0, 1 000; Lyle,
Boston, 5-0, 1.000; Lindblad, Oakland, 40.
1.003, Lolich. Detroit, 7-1, .175; Phcebtis.
Baltimore. 7-1, .875
-NATIONAL LEAGUE
Player Club
GAB I H Pct,
M Alou Pgh
63 271 46 100 .369
A.Johnson Cin
56 232 AO 83 .358
McCovey SF
54 173 45 62 .356
1.1.Aaron Ali
59 219 31 77 .352
Stargell Pen
56 211 35 74 .351
Bench Cm n
55 1% 37 61 .347
Menke Mtn
63 220 31 74 .336
C.Jones NY
51 212 42 71 .335
R.Allen Phi
49 115 42 61 .330
Perez C's
57 231 43 76 .329
HOT* Runs
McCovey, San Francisco, 21; ICAmror,
Atlanta,
L.May, Cincinnati, 11;
1$;
R.Allen, Philadelphia, It; Wynn, Houston.
15.
Runs flatted In
Banks, Chicago.
McCovey. San
Se.
Francisco. 51: Santo. Chicago. 50: Tolan,
CinLinnati, 4.5; R./Wen, Philadelphia, 44.
Peening
$ Decisions
Stone, Atlanta, 6-0, I 000: HOItZTan,
Chicano, 10-1, 909; galctscnun, San Diego.
6-1. .151; Abernathy, Chicago. 41, .1100;
McGraw, New York, 4.1, .100; Marichal,
San Francisco. 4-2. .000.

OATTO0111 BEAM
FLOAttiA

John Quertermous, son of Dr.
and Mrs, John Quertermous of
1308 Wells Blvd., has signed
an athletic grant-in-aid at Murray
State University to play on the
Thoroughbred golf team, according to an announcement by Racer
golf coach, Buddy Hewitt.
Young Quertermous is a 1969
graduate of Murray High School
and he has been a constant threat
In area golf tournaments. He
qualified last weekend to go to
the Kentucky State Golf Association's Amateur Tournament sche
eduled in Louisville June 24-27.
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sometime Monday night. I think
he'll be on his back, too, but
only on the training table.
NEW YORK UPI-Joe Namath's
Big Buz around Oakland is
fans never forget.
that Charlie Finley is going to
National League
But never.
let Hank Bauer go if the A's
East
W
L Pct. 011
Mickey Lolich found that out don't win in their division.
BiggChicago
40
2.3 .635
at Yankee Stadium the other er but yet is
New York
32
27 442
that Bauer knows
34
Pittsburgh
'Si
30 .531
night. Lolich originally rubbed It and isn't
SI Louis
worried one bit.
30
32 AM
Namath's fans the wrong way last He has a substantial
31 .414 131is,
24
Philadelphia
pension
Montreel
16
43 .271
53
February at Rochester, N.Y. He due in a couple
of years ....
West
stood up at the Hickok Awards
Atlanta
37
?S .597
Horace Bones McKinney, whLos Angeles
26 .574
15
OW
Dinner' honoring Namath as the om you
1 Francisco
34
may remember with the
27 .157
re*
Cincinnati
outstanding
31
24 .544
athlete of the year old Washington Caps and Boston
Houston
30
36 .455
and said he had come under a Celtics,
San Mega
26
A .394 13
returns to basketball
Result,
misapprehension.
He said he after being out four years.
Pittsburgh
3,
Chicago
He's
2
Koosman has been proving
thought
Denny
DeMcLain,
his
(10 Innings)
coming back as coach of the
Montreal
himself to be more than "0,K."
5, St Louis
1
troit
pitching colleague, was goi- Carolina Cougars
New York
2, Pt,Il.dlphIa 0
in the ABA
in the last two weeks. He has
ng to be named athlete of the year. and claims
Cincinnett 11, 5 Francisco 2
the job he gave upHouston
Atlanta
3,
1
allowed only three runs in his
John Quertermous
What's
more
McLain
,
felt
he
San DI*** at Los Angela.
in charge of athletics at the
By FRED DOWN
last four decisions, winning three
rated the distinction over Nam- North Carolina
Tellers Games
Prison
UPI
System
Sports Writer
New York (Seaver 10-3) at Philo:140phi' ath.
and dropping a 1-0 game. Not
AMERCIAN LEGION
should help him because "all
(Johnsen 34), night
BASEBALL
cluded in that total is a 10Lolich's remarks that night the
San Diego (Santorini 3-4) at Houston
referees have been there
Reggie Jackson's day started (Wilson 5.4), night
shutout performance agawere
widely
the
circulated
and
Montreal (Stoneman 3-1) at St. Louis
at one time or another."
June 19 Twin Cities 'A 7:30
inst Los Angeles , a game in with a telegram of congratulatio- (Washburn 2-7)
Tigers' lefty figured he'd catch
Now that's what you call start(Merritt 6-3) at San Francis21 Benton
which the Mets won the inning ns from President Nizonand end- coCincinnati
H 7:30
it from resentful supporters of ing
(Perry 9-51
off on the right leg with the
ed with baseball writers compar24 Sikeston
Only games scheduied.
after he was removed..
H 7:30
BALTIMORE UPI - Former
Broadway Joe the first time he referees
...
ing him with Babe Ruth and Roger
26 Twin Cities
II 7:30 Philadelphia Eagles owner Jerry
pitched here again. Tuesday night
• Elsewhere, Cincinnati clubbed
Lum
Harris
doesn't
Mans.
believe
in
America
n League
28 *Union City, A -11:30 Wolman said Wednesday he has
San Francisco 11-2,
Houston
was the rust time. Lolich worked over a
East
managing the Atlanta Brav"I am most appreciate and
July
1 •M'dsoriville H 5:30 "mystery
downed Atlanta, 3-1, Pittsburgh
the finale of a twi-nighter with es and
W
backer" who will proI. Pct. or
that's
the
kind
of
manager
thankful
3
Twin
that
the
President
Cities
Baltimore
would
A
.730
17
46
7:30
shaded Chicago, 3-2, Montreal
the Yankees which he won, 6-3, Orlando
vide enough money to pay debts
Boston
24 .607
37
Cepeda , likes to play
5 *Paris, Tenn. - H 7:30
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PITTSBURGH UPI - Pitcher
Bob May, Pittsburgh's No.ldraft
choice in the free agent selections, WU signed by the Pirates
Monday. The 17-year-old righthander pitched three no-hitters
for his Merritt Island, Fla . high'
school team this year.
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NEELY A RECORD 'Ordinary fish acairlIrir'nre una.ble to.
.**4413, this record codfiNh. so Al
Btelevich of North Andover, Mans., plits- it on the post office scales. The fist! scaled 98
pounds. 12 ounces. R record for cod caught with rod and reel.
Old record was 81 pounds.
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Mrs. A. B. Crass
Speaker At Meet
Of Newcomer Club

Thermisy, June 11
Mrs, A. B. Crass was the
Easiness and ProfessionThe
guest speaker at the meeting
al Women's Club will have its
of the Welcottle Wagon Newcomregular dinner meeting at the
ers Club held on Thursday, June The home of
De:HarrY Starks Woman's Club House at 0:30._
12, at seven-thirty o'clock in the and Mrs. Sparks SD the campus al
m. Willard Alls will be the
evening at the Community Cen- Murray State University was the p.
speaker.
guest
setting on Theaday, June 10, for
One
ter.
•••
"What's Happened to the Truth a beautifully planned luncheon
Sten
High
County
Calloway
The
In Packaging?" was the topic of honoring Was Jane Bryan, poputeed
School Band Boosters Club will
lar
John
of
bride-elect
Frank
her talk. She pointed out several Kolb, III, of Mayfield.
the
Asst.** have a potluck supper at the
ways that the packaging law sign- Mrs. Sparks in entertaining were City Perk at 7:30 p.m. Each famalso
Wyona Tucker of Murray has ed on
November 3, 1966, will aid her daughter, Miss Susan Sparks, ily is to bring their own silverbeen dismissed from Lourdes the
shopper make intelligent Mrs. Laverne Wallis and her ware and plates. The dub especBool
Hospital, Paducah.
daughter, Miss Kay Willis, Mrs. ially invites all new members
price comparison.
its b•
Mrs. Crass said the act re- Paul Sturm, and Mrs. Maurice and families of those just graof ti
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas
quires uet weight in standard Humphrey.
Rd.
grade
eighth
the
from
duating
Murdock and children, Ricky, form and
anything that holds
Miss Bryan wore a trousseau and entering the high school
Cindy, and Larry, of Madison, from one
•its c
to four pounds must frock of white linen, with black band this fall.
Wisconsin, are expected to arr- state quantity
Van
declaration for and white accessories. She wore
ive this weekend for a two weeks' easy
comparison. It also has pro- a gift corsage of white summer
Night will be held
Stag
Men's
Ph/I
visit with their parents, Mr. and visions
It
that could help the gov- flowers, and the hostesses also at the Calloway County Counpresented her a gift of silver.
Mrs. Philip Murdock of Lynn ernment
Van
reverse the trend to
Guests were seated at a king try Club at 6:30 p.m. with Char
Grove and Mr. and Mrs. John
to 1c
proleferating package size, curb luncheon table covered with an les Sexton. Ed West, James R.
Workman of Murray.
deceptive claims on cents off exquisite linen cutwork cloth, and Allbritten, and Dr. C. C. Lowry
labels, clamp down on over sized centered with a large silver bowl as hosts.
req .
Mr, and Mrs. Paul Mick, Mr.
•••
info'
packages and standardize the holding an arrangement of mixed
and Mrs. Billy Brown, Mr. and
Temple Hill Chapter fill Or. .'
•
said.
meaning of "regular", "giant", summer flowers.
Mrs. Mike Baker, Miss Kay GaPlacecards were written for aer of the Eastern Star will
and "king", she said.
in se
Miss Bryan and her mother, Mrs.
rrott, Gary Grogan, and Miss
The big problem facing the H. J. Bryan, of Murray, Mrs. meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30111
•be a
Dorothy Hamilton, all of Murray,
Federal Trade Commission and Frank Kolb, Jr., mother of the p.m.
attended the wedding of Miss the
•••
Food & Drug Adm. is the cut- prospective bridegroom, his sisclear
Janice Malone and James EdmuFriday, June 26
back in federal finances necess- ter, Miss Gently Kolb, Mrs. E.C.
namt
nd Albritton, Jr., on June 4 at
Stag Night will be held at the k‘
ary to enforce the truth inpackag- Walter, Mrs. Dan Garrott, Mrs.
Inc
the home of the bride in Maying law that goes into effect July William W. Robertson, Mrs. Al- Oaks Country Club at seven p
wilit
field.
1, 1969, according to Mrs. Crass. bert Wilson, Miss Catherine m. For steak dinner reservations
projs
753-4358,Jim
Jones
Walter
call
"The key to success in com- Beadles, Mrs. Farland Robbins.
budg
Mrs, Aggle Lee Paschall spent
parison shopping lies in manda- Mrs. Ralph Duncaa, all of May- Bryan 753-8280. or Don Grogan
last week with her daughter and
tory federal standards for pack- field, Mrs. John Pasco and Mrs. 753-1363.
resul
•.•
family, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
age size", Mrs. Crass said.Oth- Harland Hodges, of Murray, and
Straceser and children, Eric, er
Homemake
Hope
The
s
New
factors that would aid the the hostesses.
Sam, and Martha Elisabeth, of
Club will meet at the Paris
consumer would be to amend
coun
Alabama,
Mobile,
Landing State Park at 6:30 p.m.
the law to require unit pricing,
cone
• ••
grading of all food stuff and
madt
Saturday, Jamie 21
.1
standard size containers rather
than tall optical illusion bottles.
The Calloway County Shrine
poop
A letter writing campaign to your
Club will meet at the home of
frost
.1
Mr. and Mrs. William Cleav- Mr. and Mrs. William Moffett,
Senator and Representative would
be in order to bring about this er, Jr., 1013 College Court, Mur- Panorama Shores, at 630 p ,I3
bail
ray, are the parents of a son, Music. for dancing will be by
change.
with
the Calloway County Playboys _
Indio
Miss Jane Bryan, daughter of Mrs. Crass concluded her talk Russell William, weighing ten
IP .
'• ••
dono
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Bryan ofl with a brief review of bills affect- pounds, born on Monday, June
Lath
Sunday, June 22
Murray, has announced plans for ing the consumers under con- 16, at 9:31 a.m. at the Murrayin C
The Murray Business and Proher wedding to Frank John Kol sideration by the Federal govern- Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a student fessional Women's Club will
there
soa of Mr. and Mrs. Frank ment.
The door prize, a cake, was at Murray State University.
have breakfast at the Holiday
IA
Kolb, Jr., of Mayfield.
Granctiarents are
Mr. and Inn at 8:30 a.m. honoring the
sent
The wedding will be solemnized won by Mrs. Robert Kimball.
NI
on Saturday, June 21,, at four Mrs. H. Ford Martin was a Mrs. William Cleaver of Water- Mate president, Mrs. Ledean
subsc
o'clock in the afternoon at the guest. Mrs. Jack Keene and Mrs. town, N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton. Call Mrs. James She.
Russell Martin of Felts Mill, ton or Mrs. Vance for reservat
iditi
First Christian Church with Rev. Kimball were the hostesses.
(Photo by Love)
N.Y. Mrs. John Guga of Water- ions by June la.
Reek
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Thomas Ragsdale
William Porter officiating.
• ••
town, N. Y., is a great grandMiss Bryan has chosen her
•Engli
Open house will be held at
mother.
she
sister,
Mrs.
Charles
Eldridge,
the old Calloway County Court
Miss Cynthia Sue Humphreys,imaids were Miss Jan Reagan as her matron
of
honor.
The
House
on
Miss
and
Jones.
Chestnut
Cheryl
.
Mr, and Mrs. Charles N. Eld•
Street from
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Duell
bridesmaids will be Mrs. James
Go through that trunk in the
ridge of Almo Route One announ- two to five te m.
Thomas Humphreys, became the The matron of honor wore a Edwin Jones, Jr., of
attic
at
Lexington,
grandma's
house.
If you ce the birth of a girl, Christy
bride of Larry Thomas Ragsdale, yellow formal gown, Empire sty, Misses Grace Geneva
•• •
Kolb, Car- find a skinny fur scarf — Jo, weighing
Strings of beads arid ropes of
seven pounds 11',z
son of Mr.and lirs. James Albert I le, with lace bodice trim of( olina Walter Kolb, and Mary
Por- preferably a dozen feet long — Ounces, born
at 6:55 a.m. on chains go to hemline length for
Ragsdale, in a double ring cereercesebuds, matching chiffon over- ter Kolb, sisters of the groom.
pull it out for wearing in the
",lay of yellow and olive' green
June XiatinfiRgei'ily- fall and winter. You knOt there,
mony on Friday , May 30.
elect.
fashion
season
ahead, Such
tuck them into or loop them
Dr. H. C. Chiles, minister ofivelvet band at the waist with
cistiliir:
James Edwin Jones, Jr., of things are being brought back as Calloway Cowl
They have one son, Jeffrey, around a belt. The more strands,
the First Baptist Church,perfor- Dior bows in the back. She carr- Lexington will be the best
man. fashion accents by pace-setting age two.
Mr. Eldridge is em- the better.
med the impressive ceremony at ied a nosegay of yellow carnat- Groomsmen will be
William Rob- American designers.
ployed in Michigan.
half past two o'clock int the after- ions encircled with Alceon lace, ertson, Kent
Robbins,
Jim
Dunlong green velvet streamers matGrandparents are Mr. and
noon at the church.
can, and David Wilson of MayMrs. Clareoce Eldridge of Almo of Almo Route One and Mrs.
As the guests assembled, Miss ching the waist band and bow. Her field, Johnny Quertermous
of Joe Grant of Louisville, soloist. Route One, Edward
Beverly Paschall, pianist,cousin headpiece was a triple yellow Murray, and Louis
Turner of Tom Glass of Mayfield are great
Kolb, Jr., of
Following the ceremony the Almo Route One, and Mrs. Sue grancrarents. Taylor Turner of
of the bride,presented a provram bow caught with her shoulder Paducah, cousin
of the groom- reception will be held at the
Almo Route One Is a great great
Turner of Mayfield.
of nuptial music. Miss Linda length veil.
elect.
Calloway County Country Club. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Turner grandfather.
Darnell, vocalist , sang
A program of nuptiarkniusic
The bridesmaids, dresses we...
Walk Beside You", "One Hand
identical in style to the matron Ill be presented by Mrs. RichOne Heart", and "Whither Thou
d Farrell, organist , and Mrs.
of honor but were of petal pink
Goest". The traditional wedding
color with hot pink velvet bands
marches for the processional
at the empire waist with an over- Ragsdale entertained with the
and the recessional were played
lay of chiffon petal pink. Their rehearsal dinner on Wednesday,
by Miss Paschall.
nosegays were pink carnations May 29, at nine o'clock in the
Larry Elkins and James Edencircled with Alceon lace and evening at the Triangle Inn.
wards lighted the candles.
streamers of hot pink velvet. The T-shaped tables were overThe vows were exchanged beOatman Farley served as best laid with white cloths and held
fore an altar centered with brass
Mr. Ragsdale. The groo- arrangements of white snapdracandelabra holding fifteen taper- man for
msmen
were Larry Elkins and gons, yellow daisies, and purple
ed candles. Each side of the
James Edwards.
statice. Bridal motifs of brides
candelabra were palms. White
Mrs. Humphreys chose to wear and grooms with double wedding
Grecian columns and urns held
for her daughter's wedding apink bells were used at intervals.
arrangements of white snapcrepe dress accented at the neck
Attending were Misses Jan
serve you...
dragons, shasta daisies, baby's
and waist with decorative design, eagan, Cheryl Jones, and Bevbreath, and leatherleaf greenery.
*
She chose accessories of match- erly Paschall, Mrs. W. C. AdaThese were flanked by two brass
ing shade to complete her ensem- ms, Jr., Mrs. John Belt, Mrs.
spiral candelabra holding burnble. Pink glarnelias were used Ora Lee Farris, Mrs. Gene Braing tapers. The baptistry held a
for her corsage.
ndon,(Adman Farley, James Ecl•
tree shaped arrangement of lea—NS
Mrs. Ragsdale, mother of the wards, Don Ragsdale, Mr. and
therleaf and lilies of the valley..
groom, was attired in a pale Mrs. Larry Elkins, Dr. and Mrs.
The family pews were marked
mint green knit dress. She wore H. C. Chiles, Mr. and Mrs. D. T.
with southern smilax and decoracomplimenting accessories and Humphreys, the bridal couple,
tive satin Dior bows.
$1.50
her corsage was of white glame- and the hosts.
lias.
The
couple
bridal
presented
%awe
Bride's Dress
Mrs. E. C. Burchett, Jr., of ifts to their attendants.
Clarksville, Tenn., cousin of the
The bride was escorted to the
bride, presided at the register
altar by her father and given
EYIXRE Sr1LF AntlESIVE
table which was overlaid with
in marriage by.her parents. She
an antique satin cloth and cenwore the family traditional w
mg gown of her cousin, Mts. tered with an arrangement of
white carnations, shasta daisies,
E. C. Burchet Jr., of cLaxk
Paint your own color . . .
SPRAY COLOGNE
babe's breath- in -a silver
Tenn. The gown was also
trim sizes to fit!
compote accented with leather
worn by her sister, Mrs. W. C.
Reg.
leaf. Mrs. Burchett was attired
$
S3
is5
es)
$
2
33
Adams, Jr., of Lexington.
810
39
$3
$4.50
The full length gown was 'of in. a lovely summer frock of
with
yellow
matching
accessormagnolia imported Chantilly lace
ies. A green cymbidium orchid
SHAMPOO-IN HAIR COLOR!
i poised over matching taffeta
'fashioned with a scoop neckline was- her corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Ragsdale left
" and fitted princess waistline. The
on
an Unannounced wedding trip
BEAUTY BEAT
long fitted lace sleeves petal
The
bride wearing a toupe
pointed over the wrist and the with the
MAGAZINE
and
pink
outfit
with
pink
access-'
neckline was accented with Seaones.
For
voing
away
the
bride
trimmed
with iridesHops of lace
NEW by ALBERTA-CULVER
chose to wear her mother's corCome In For Your Coupon!
cent sequins and seed pearls.
hostess can help you
The very full skirt of unpressed sage of pink glamelias.
over the anxiety of getpleats extended intoacourttrain. Out of town guests were Mr.
SWINGETTE
ting acquainted in new
Her full bouffant veil of im- and Mrs. Loman Coleman and
Mrs.
Rose
Perry,Detroit,Mich.;
surroundings and make
ported illusion was elbow length
Mr. and Mrs.Richard Iluislander
you feel at "Home
and was attached to a pill box
and
children
Enie,
Evon, RayMost Popular Hair Dryer
Sweet Home," again.
fashioned of Chantilly lace with
By Ronson
iridescent sequins and seed pmr- mond, and Bonnie, of Romulus,
will
bring
She
gifts and
ls. The bride carried a Colonial Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Jackie KMReg. $24.95
vital information from
bouquet of pink sensation roses, girt and sons, Jeffery and Jason,
yclUr
neighborhood
busiof
Madison
Heights,
Mich.; Mrs,
yellow and white butterfly roses,
ness and civic leaden.
William A, Turrell and daughter,
and baby's breath. The gold weddof
Marsha,
Calvert
City"
;
Mrs.
Adams
ing band of the bride's maternal
Call
E. C. Burehett, Jr., and son,
$32371
grandmother was tied in lovers
James of Clarksville, Tenn.;
knots of the matching streamers Mrs. W.
C. Adams, Jr.,of LexProtects Sensitive Kin From Burns
that gently fell from a White
ington; Miss Marion Belote of
Reg.
Bible presented to her by the
The Most
Louisville.
DE LONGCHARIP
$3.00
YWA in a White Bible ceremony.
famous Basket
Paris
In the World•
Hrsi.'W, C. Adams, Jr.,, of
LUBIN
France
Rehw.rsal Helier
Lexington served her sister as
matron of honor. The brides.
Mr. and Mrs. James Albert

Vostagi's-

"Dealt AlAtit

Lunch talks in
a motel room!?
By Abigail Van Buren

Miss Cynthia Sue Humphreys Becomes
Bride Of Larry Thomas Ragsdale In A
Lovely Ceremony, First Baptist Church

PERSONALS

•• •

DEAR ABBY: I'm a happily married woman with two
chiklren and a husband who is handsome, successful and
hard-working. While hanging up his coat last evening, a
motel key [from a local motel] fell out et his coat pocket.
Since we live right in town I wondered what be needed a
motel room for, so I asked him.
He told me that he has a kit of office business to talk
over with Ms secretary, and be can't very well take her out
to lunch in public became she's a divereee with quite a
colorful past, and people might talk. So, since be values his
reputation as a straight-laced family man, occasionally he
rents a motel room, where be takes her for lunch and
discussions.
Abby, I've never had reason to mistrust my husband in
the past, but what do you think of this explanation?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Tell year husband that W he's
concerned about "taK"—there weak' be mere "talk" were
people to learn that be rents a motel nem in order se
easiness with a secretary who has a colorful past.
DEAR ABBY: I know a widow in her seventies who Is
quite remarkable. [I'll call her "Aunt Mary".I Circumstances are such that this lady has had to make her home
with ber daughter for the'ist 10 years. Aunt Mary is active,
cheerful and a joy to be wkh. Best of all, she knows how to
keep from being 'in the way."
Aunt Mary makes herself available to stay in the homes
of parents who want a reeporaible adult there for week'eads
or longer.
She does this not so much for the money [which she can
me, of course] but she tikes to get out of her daughter's
home for a while. I have even known her to spend her own
money to go to a motel for a "few days"—aaying she needs
HER privacy, when k is really her wish to give her
daughter's family their privaCy.
What do you think of a woman like that?
SALLY

II .1

Plans Completed By
Miss Jane Bryon
For Her Wedding

•

DEAR SALLY: I think she deserves to be eliminated /sr
"metier it the year."
DEAR ABBY: How my husband has pot up with me for
21 years I'll never know. All these years I thought I had
married an over-sexed man, but now I have to admit there
was nothing wrong with him. It was me. I'm frigid.
If mothers would only teach their daughters how to be
lovirg wives it would do them more good than learning bow
to cook and keep the hossse. All these years I have kept a
spotless home, and earned a reputation for being a fine cook.
I even served, and took care of our garden, but what my
husband needed was ME, and I foolishly turned my back on
him. We are of moderate wears, but we have never had
worth about money, sex yes, but money no.
I know k's not easy to all of a sudden realize that sex
between man and wife is clean and beautiful and right, after
having it drummed into your head that it is dirty and sinful
and wrong.
Print this It may help a younger woman.
LEARNED TOO LATE
•
DEAR LEAR.NED: It's sever "tee late." At least yen
learned.
DEAR ABBY I've
.- column for years and have
wanted to write and comn el.. on some cd the letters and
your replies, and now I fmally have a reason.
I recently came acroka an article on "ANTIQUES"
published in TIME m a ga tine, May 2, MI With it
appeared a picture of a couple serving SOUP from an
antique CHAMBER POT!
No doubt these are the same people who objected so
strenuously to bathing babies in the kitchen sink.
R. W. H.: cam MESA, CAL.
a

,yuesday,

•

Nomad,

it

SAFE BUY
USED CARS

2 Registered
Pharmacists
P20,4?,753-14b2
to
Roy English
MURRAY KENTUCKY
* Byron Forbas
OPEN EVERY NIGHT I OR YOUR CONVENIENCE

[

196$ COUGAR XE7. Vinyl top, power steering,
$2,675.
disc brakes
1966 CHEVROLET Impala 4-Door Hardtop. Vinyl
$1575.
top, power steering.
1966 PONTIAC 2-Door Hardtop. Vinyl top, power
steering and brakes.
$11,509.

fiome apt,

1965 CHRYSLER 2-Door Hardtop. Air conditioned
$1.2501965 BUICK 2-Door Hardtop. Air conditioned.
$1,450.

115 South 12th Street.

TABU AMBUSH

EUROPEAN NATURALS
1. :5 si49

YARDLEY'S

.77¢
$1.7

HATCHER AUTO
SALES

L11
:
1a
ese

UAL SUN SCREEN

$24,

•

BONNIE BELL
:4i;:,E $333

FINGER NAILS

NEUTRAGENA SOAP

1965 COMET 2-Door. Air-conditioned. --- $1,050.
1962 G.M.C. Pickup. Long bed.
$575.

PRESCRIPTION

"Wg.vce Quai.44 ecougt
— i"

47(i

INS CHEVROLET 396 Soper Sport. Vinyl top,
4-apeett.
92.173

Let Us Fill
Your Next

DRUGS

REVLON HAIR SPRAY

ti

•

Mrs. Sparks
ComplimentsMiss Bryan

••

FREE

HAIR DRYER

$999

NEW!

NEW!

PARFUM NWT'

f,

•

•
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@dray, Jens IP
nese and Profession'Club will have its
Liver meeting at the
:tub House it 8:30...
"rd Ails will be the
ker.
•••
'away County High
d Boosters Club will
Lluck supper at the
7:30 pin. Each taming their own silverlate*. The club .specs all new members
.s of those just gram the eighth grade
rig the high school
•
fall.
•••
4 Night will be held
lowly County Coun8:30 p.m. with Char
Ed West, James R.
and Dr. C. C. Lowry 1
•• •
ill Chapter 511 OrEastern Star wirl
Masonic Hall at 7:304
•••
'ay, June 20
n will be held at the te
.ry Club at seven p.
k dinner reservations
Jones 733-43513,Jim
1280, or Don Grogan
•.•
Hope Homemake s
meet at the Parts
ite Park at 6:30 p.m.
• ••
-day, June 21
away County Shrine
sect at the home of
is. William Moffett,
;hores, at 8:30 p. ,n
dancing will be by
ay County Playboys
• ••

day, June 22
ay Busineu and ProWomen's Club wW
fast at the Holiday
I a.m. honoring the
ident, Mfrs. Ledean
:all Mrs. James She:.
Vance for reservat
ie 18.
•• •

use will be held at•
noway County Court
niestnut Street from
D. m.
•••
if beads and ropes of
o hemline leggth for
der. You knot there,
into or loop them
rIt. The more strands,

Route One and Mrs.
of Mayfield are great
ts. Taylor Turner of
r One Is a great great
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find books for Indians V they
by GLEN CARPENTER
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) - would write her.
Within five days, hundreds of
▪ One woman's person to person
literary project is helping to letters pouted In and she still
teach others in the world about nimble several letters each day.
One recent letter ran, "I TIN
the American way of life and
never forget you. Yours le a
also to win friends to it.
The program is International
Book Project (IS?), which has grand help. Thank you again and
its headquarters here in the heart again." The letter was from a
of the !Alegre'', at 17 MenteUe student working on a master's
Rd.
degree in literature
Founder of the project and
"May we request you and
its director is Mrs. Harriet D. your friends through you to
Van Meter, wife of a Lexington send us biographies of greet
physician.
Americans — presidents like
It all began in 1966 after Mrs. George Washington, Aleetsam
Van Meter returned from a trip Lincoln; humble men who rose
to India.
to the top in their field by hard
"Wherever I went I had work like Ben Franklin," wrote
requests to send back the headmaster of a high school
Information in English," she In India. "They will Inspire our
'add. "I found myself so involved children to aim high and reach
In sending things myself it got to high also."
•be a part of my life."
So
was born the
The IBP was incorporated
clearinghouse which distributes with Sea. John Sherman Cooper
names of book-hungry persons (R-Ky.), former ambassador to
In other countries to people India, accepting the honorary
willing to donate them. The presidency.
project operates on an annual
Mrs. Van Meter assigns book
budget of about $3,000.
requests to the donors who ship
The first donors came as a them overseas. She works from
result of newspaper stories and home. A study and basement ere
A magazine articles.
her headquarters.
I"
"People wrote to me and of
Mod of the books are sent to
course I had a good many schools and libraries, but the IBP
contacts," she said. Al first she likes to send them on a family to
made speaking appearances, too. family or person to person basis
"I got asked a lot because when possible.
people are always looking for a
"A family has a good feeling
free talk." she said.
about America because they
"Since its beginnings, the IBP. know someone in America they
has allot books to 30-Countries,
moped and write to," she
with about 98 per cent going to odd.'"In a family, everybody
lolls. There are about 1,500 ems books."
w dims with the majority located
"The most frequently
to the United States. Others live requested ones are children's
In Canada and Australia and stories, modern texts of all kinds
there is one in Switzerland.
and levels, and technical
Last year four large donors manuals."
sent over 50,000 books overseas.
There are also requests for
Mrs. Van Meter started by religious books but Mrs. Van
subscribing to the international Meter said she felt it was bed
rdition of Hindu Weekly not to get too involved is this
Review, which was published in field. However, the IBP hes
•English. In a letter to the author, received wide publictty through
she said die would attempt to the "Catholic Digest."

a

A ROW PLAID one-button jacket by Alexander Shields,
slightly shaped with flapped pockets and peak lapels, is
worn with flag blue shirt, Galey & Lord white twill
slacks.
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
ever happened to the
in the
flannel
suit' He's gone groovy. He's
tuthetr-In his sober "unttbrm.
He's turned on with clothes
that have color and flair. It's
a whole new fashion
and
gradually even diehard conservatives are
. .
at least a
The truth of the matter is
there's a little Walter Mitty
in every man. Now
clothes that bring him to the
surface. Why look dull and
drab when you're really a
debonair type? Why, indeed.
yp-IAT
VY man

gray

game
giving in.
little.

come

MANGE AND ILUENTA ORANGE stripes come to the
More in beach slacks by Bill Blase for PBM. As a topper
there's a groovy "guru" shirt, side-vented and worn belted.

A KARATE COAT, big sleeved and loosely belted, in
patriotic red, white and blue Galey & Lord stripes covers
a pair of blue classic swim shorts. By Alexander Shields.

have

The winds of change
been blowing with such gale
force. all throueths. men's
wear- field tfiet now he reads
fashion news as eagerly as she
does, for there's always something new and appealing and
Interesting in the
of styling coming along.
Pictured today are he-man
fashions for vacation days that
tell what it's all about. The
fabrics by Galey & Lord are
bold and bright. The styling
by top designers is bound to
make a man feel
as he looks.

way

as dashing
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RIFFIN LAWN NOVELTIES
32 Park Anne. Pink IN.

•I CONCRETE AND POTTERY
Largest Selection I West lislackY
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New from General Electric!
Side-by-side refrigerator
with Custom Dispenser.
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Apple jump marinade makes
an unusual and flavorful
barbecue sauce, especially for
pork, ham, duck or beef. Saute
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BIGtu
THEfibee:
,SWITCH

TV BEAT
;AZINE
ouponl

•
753-7921
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"Ides
Beryline"
Passbooks
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it Dryer
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SAWN•11 AND LOAN
•••rt•

__._.,,,,,s__,

WILL GNI TOY
MORE EMS MIR

OFFICE

04i-or thiely Chopped ordain
in ½ cup of oil. Add 1 clove of
garlic, 1 cup of canned apple
sauce, % cup each of apple juice,
tomato sauce and vinegar,/
1
2cup
of brown sugar, 2 tablespoons of
tomato paste, 1 teaspoon of
worcestemhire sauce, 1 teaspoon
'each of salt and dry mustard and

Instant water, instant ice without opening the doors!______
Just press glass against ice cradle. Ice tumbles out, two
cubes at a time until cradle iltreleased. For water, press
glass against the water cradle. Release to stop. You can
even use both dispensers at the same time!

23.5 cu. ft. Americana Refrigerator- Freezer
Less than three feet wide! And no defrosting— ever!
Automatic Icemaker stores 10 lbs., about 260 cubes.
• Freezer holds up to 295 lbs. •Tempered glass shelves,
3 slide out, 1 adjustable •Convertible meat pan, keeps meat
fresh up to 7 days -flip lever for extra vegetable storage.
• Six full - width door shelves, 4 adjustable • Butter Conditioner with temperature control •Cheese Keeper
• Rolls out an wheels for easy cleaning a 353/4" wide,
66" high vi Harvest, Avocado, Coppertone or White.

ear •••.••••••

MARK EVERY GRAVE

51/4

5

ra

;
:—101
ModeiTFI24RE

gamin's

Withdrawable
December 31
(without notice)

anal

% teaspoon each of black pepper
and bottled red pepper sauce.
Simmer 20 minutes over
medium heat, stirring
occasionally.

!Knee 121141

France

51k

C..srelflerstes

June 30
and
December 31

UIT

Automatically
fills your glas
with lee,or
chilled water,
at a touch!
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Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF PINS
ARMORIALS
Peeler White - Meneeer
111 Maple St. 753-2512

Come in and see it today!

BILBREY'S

210 East Main Street

Phone 753-5617

A
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• SALE

Arnold Ray Evans and Helen
Faye Evans to James C. Evans
and Joyce A. Evans; two lots
•
NEW YORK UPI - The market in Kantucky Lake Development.
a
is owe mire on the delmsive,
Lillian C. Russell Davis to
Imolai rdreated to the low ami William E. Barnette and Lynne
of the 11119belga'ramp,Wire- R. Barnette; lot on North 17th
bergs(' Investment ltapert says. Street.
The ease with which the List
Jimmy Ray Garland and Donna
has retreated, the deterioration Faye Garland to Bethel RichardI
In breadth and the virtual disa- son and Sian W. Richardson; lot
a
a
ppearance of bids are income is Bury Addition.
atic of wan* confidence. the
Ho E. Johnson, executor of
firm adds. It says, although. the estate of John D. Johnson,
9 a. m. - 9
near-term the market In approa- deceased. of Paducah to Joe D.
ching an oversold contitios. sts- Brooks and Joyce E. Brooks; a
a
p.
eursitarainmeliaiiniaserarmit
111111nanallinialiNisnainntionaillinaaliallideliilliailin1111111111111111111111talinnalainistautellintlitanumal
ggesting some rally, it pada* Pronely in Calloway County.
will look to lower levels to find
AMdavitt of descent of Edwin a
an important bottom.
Boone Lawrence, died January
23, 19611, to Irene Clark Lawrence
I
Reflect:log the public's con- and Dam Kay Lawrence.
l
a
cern over the money squeeze.
Keane& W. Goode and Louise
a
the Dow average, except for two H.. Goode to Kenneth J. Hump-;
a
minor oneday rallies,has contin- brays and Mary C. Humphreys; a
a
ued to drift downward during the lot in Meadow Lane Subdivision.
VI
a
a
..,
a
past two weeks, Sixar and Staff
James McKinney and Odessa V
a
a
notes. Until Mere is some Me- McKinney to James Martin Wells
a
a
.
a
a
Regular, Hard To Hold,
orable break in the Paris peace and Faye C. Wells; lot in Sba-Wa
a
VI
a
talks, the firm believes, it can Circle Suixtivisiall.
a
a
a
a
Super Hard To Hold
be expected to continue on the
Donald Cc Wooton and Doris a
i
s
a
downside. "There is no indica- June Wooton to James Earl Willa
a
13 Oz. Can Reg. 98c
tion of any imminent dramatic lams of Detroit, Mich.; lot in a
a
turnaround."
Vfhitnell Lands.
"
a
Jackie Burkeen and Shirley a
a
a
Stock prices are redacting a Buriteen to Carlos Black, Jr., a
a
more cautious approach by In- and Glynda Sue Black; lot in
a King Size
vestors, says Alextuider Ham- Wlldwood Commercial Subdivis- a
a
ilton institute. However, prices ion.
a
a
Reg. 83ç
respond to psychological pressA. F. Sykes to Herbert Chit- a
a
ures as well as fundamentals, wood and Irene E. Caitwood; a
"and the far reaching effects property in Calloway County; a
Issawassaassawasawassamaawassaassaasaaassissarsaavnisaaassawassasaavissimaassassaari
of a gradual ending of the Vietnam deed dated June 7, 1946.
a
a
a
a
a
Big
3
Inch
War are not likely to be discountSpeaker.
a
Brent Langston and Katheryn a
Automatic Wake
a
a
ed for long." The firm believes Langston to Collie R. Bowden
MN
rt
To Music Setting Built in
a
a
the market is pointed for asimm- and Lottie M. Bowden; lot in
g
a
a
Antenna
I
Model
a
er rally and "needs only a small Dawn Heights Subdivision.
a
w
•
amount of encouraging peace
11-313
Mary Hendricks to William L. a
•
news to get started."
a
Melton and Reba Melton; one acre a
Reg. $15.95
In Calloway County.
The market lacks any strong
111
Cheater Casey of Houston,
•
1: Amemollill1111111.
incentives for baying, says Stan- Tens, Harold and James Casey
e
dard & Poor's, and this lack of Indianapolis, Ind., Floyd Casey
a i
a
could remain unfilled for some of Greenfield, Ind., Carolyn Casa
a
a
time. In the meanwhile, the firm ey of Cocoa Beach, Fla., Dorothy
IR
a
says, "There could be new tests Casey Phillips of Indianapolis,
and some additiocal weakness". Ind., and Margaret Casey Blake
11/64,Charles
-k5fOrdwell 5
g
a
itd Elizabeth A. Moo- a
oogian of Flossnoor, III.; 99.8 a
ar'
a
acres on Ledbetter Church of a
Guarantee
a
I Calloway Ferry Rost
a
a
•
a
J. W. Colinas aintiesie Cole- a
al
a 4
man to Cendia itempbreys; lot on a
ADULTS 86
a
South 12th Street.
NURSERY 6
a
Josie
Coleman
to J. W. ColeJUNE 15, 1969
man and Jamie V. Humphreys;
a
two lots at South 13th and Vine a
ADHESIONS
111
a
a .
Streets.
a
Master Brandon w. Morgan,I William E. Harvey and Yolanda
105 Forley ilgt. Bennet; Mrs. J• Harvey to k:C.14ftleteelad
•
Gayle Cleaver, 1013 Cigteeecrt., Irma G. LaFollette of Athens,
110011101111.11•1112111112•61111111611111I
IIHMINIMISIFIHEIMIIHISHISSIIIIIIHISSIIIIIIIIIIIISIENIEllSHIM
ONIHRIMIIIIIHRISISIMIHRINSIN mmmmm IiIIHRIIIIIIMMINSIWIR11111
Murray; Mrs. Evelyn Burks. & , Ohio; lot in Thoroughbred TarrKay-O-Vac
Flashlight Reg. 25c Each
a
Bah
il
,Boy, 101 so. 10th st., wer. ace Subdivision.
a
IR U. S. COAST GUARD
MOTORCYCLE
a
a
a
a
:
ray; Max Parrish, Rte. 2, MyrMaxine
I
a
a
----...\
Ronald Dea° and
Dom
APPR...O
.LED
a
r
ray; Mrs. Patricia Fain & Baby to Clyde Evitts and Evelyn Evia
a
a
a
Buy, 909 No. tom. St., Murray"; Us; 20 acres in Calloway Comity. a
a
a
.
Morena Tucker to'Thomas iCarMrs. Cia M. Mouser, Rte. 5,
a
.
maytteld, Kra. Gayle clateer,ivounis and Helen Karvoutus; lot a
a
a
a
tiv
1013 College Crt., Murray; Mrs. in Mead" Wood BubdivIsloe•
a
on
a
R. W. Blakely and Dorothy Neil a
a
Bottle, 103 No. Nth st„,
a
lierray; Mrs. Pearl Peodergra- Blakely to Gerrald Gene Boyd
a
a
kseyFaRoatL
ye Boyd, lot on
at, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Perua
1
a
a
it
ego J. Weatherford, Rte . 5, Stella-KirWaixta
a
a
$
Hurray; Mrs. May Andrus, 1108
a
W.POPlar Murray:

UMM
5
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BATTERIES

• 4

DIRIZEIALS
Fast Fondue

a
a

F.
im

For

S

a

a

MOTOR OIL
10-20-30-

t,
ti

.

BOAT cusigoks
LIFE JACKETS

a
a
a

a
a
Master Dasell Hicks, Rte. 6,
Saks fast fondue with pifilliliNHEIMINHISHIHRIIHIMIHRHIMEHRIIIIR•161111111110111111111616111111611119111111111111HISIRISSIHREHISIIHISHIRSHRIHRISHHIHNIHRSINAHINHISilliRMINIMR•Sysiisissullif
a
Deotoo, Master Stacy Smith,Rte.
sofsuissimigigissma
IR
2, Murray; Max Parrish, Rte. 2, packaged cheese sauce mix. •
*
M
1
IR
Murray; James Andes, Nattc Slowly stir 84 cup of dry white II
I
IR
•
la
Marine Air Detachment; Miss wine into contents of 1 a
Galvanize
a
Gal.
d
2
0
a
a
a
a
Clara Eagle, 1206 Olive, Murray; (1,4-ounce) envelope of clime, s
a
a
a
a
Mrs. Gayle Cleaver, 1013 College mace mix. Add I cup of grated
a
a
sj
a
Court, Murray; A. B. Wyatt, swim cheese and cook over low
a
a
a
a
VI
haat,
'tiering
Dickeruntil
Kiresey,
Weaver
Rte. 1,
mixture
sr
a
son, Rte. 1, Almo, Mrs. Bessie comes to a boil and thickens.
a
a
a
Or
Tucker, 109 So. 9th St., Murray; Serve hi a chafing dish or a g
a
a
a
a
Walter Key, 414 So. 8th St., Mur- fondue dish with chunks of
a
ray, Rupert Town, 620 So. 9th franca Wad to be dipped la
a
a
cheese mixture. Makes about 1 a
a
St., Murray:
a
cup, enough for 2 to 3 servings.
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A COMEDY OF ARMY ERRORS, MAYIII----Ptc. Charles Tinker
and wife study his U.S. Army record 4n Gilman. Ill., where
he is wondering is he in the Army or isn't he' He was
drafted in 1965, scheduled for Vietnam in 1966 and was
turned down .for "compassionate reassignment" Imother
ill), but was told to go home and await orders While wait
ing he got a job and got married In October two officers
showed up. asked hirn where he'd been and a month later he
%t as summoned to Ft. Sheridan. where an investigating
officer concluded the Army was at fault." He told Tinker
to go home and await discharge, by then 16 rriontivi overdue,
and to call every two weeks. Later he was told to call only
once a month. Now, way into 1969, he's pondering sia4rmy
call telling him he is A.W O.L. So it's back to Ft % Sheridan to see what's What.
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Shark Attack

I

By Joseph Myler
WASHINGTON (UPI): If a shark should
come nosing around while you're swimming without benefit of "deterrent devices," remember this rule:
"At no time should a shark ever be provoked."
Provoked, even the comparatively docile
nurse shark has been known to commit
mayhem on people, particularly "on adventurous divers who have pulled their
tails or tried to ride them."
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CAPT. H. DAVID BALRIDGE of the Naval Aerospace Medical Center, Pensacola,
Fla., and Dr. Scott JohWon of the Naval
Undersea Warfare Centbr-San Diego, discussed "antishark measures" in a recent
issue of naval research reviews.
A lot of antishark measures have been
proposed and tested, some of them somewhat effective, others useless. The lesson
that comes through time and' again is that
its' dangerous—no matter what "deterrent
devices" you may have at the ready—to
annoy a shark.
"If the shark becomes sufficiently excited to attack," the authors said, "the odds
are highly in its f4vor."
. tooth power, so to
IT HAS the greater
speak. Some devices seek to balance
things by supplyittg the ,human swimmer
with greater fire power. But such weapons
have to work the first time.
"An inaccurate shot can produce a very

A
a

unhappy shark in an extremely excited
state."
Certain drugs, hypodermically drive
into the shark with a long spear, may after some minutes incapacitate or -kill the
beast.
But "in the first seconds after application, the shark may become highly agitated.' and agitating sharks is ,not a safe
thing to do.

a
rn

IF YOU'RE NOT geared to fight back,
according to the experts in undersea warfare, try not to draw the shark's attention.
One sure way to attract a shark's interest
is to "thrash around." Another is to stimulate its smelling apparatus—with blood
from a cut, for example.
If, in spite of all good advice, you find
yourself the subject of an overly attentive
shark, here are some "last-resort" suggestions— with emphasis on "last-resort":
"P eople under attack have sometimes
been successful in driving away the shark
or sharks by shouting underwater; kicking
the animal in the nose, eyes, or gills; or
moving toward it in an aggressive manner.

111

art

a

"SOME HAVE escaped by simply playing dead."
"The effectiveness of such actions," said
the authors, "is highly questionable. But,
as the term implie s, last-resort efforts
must rely on even the slightest possibility
of success."
Meanwhile, if you can avoid doing so,
never provoke a shark
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By Delos Smith
NEW YORK (UPI): Statistical science
has revealed a group of males with longer
Ii fe expectancies, up to the age of 70
years, than females of the general population.
That's a startling reversal of an almost
statistical certainty, that at any given age
and generally speaking. women have longer life expectancies than men.
The reversers are male members of the
Protestant sect. the Seventh-Day Adventists (SDA's). Female SDA's have longer
life expectancies than they do but their
advantage is not nearly as great as that of
females over males in the general population.
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DR. FRANK R. Lemon and Jan W. Kuzma, public health scientists, have been
compiling health statistics of 34,217 SDA's
since 1958. They have now put the statistics to exacting of "lifet-able' analysis and
compared the SDA life-table to that of
the general California population.
At age 35, the male SDA can statistically
expect to live 42.4 more years while the
male in the general population stastically
justified in expecting 36.2 more years.
The 35-year-old female in the general
population can expect 41.45 more years
and the SDA -f emale can expect 45.06
more years. These ratios of life expectancies remain approximately the same up to
70 years.
Statistical differences between SDAs of
California and the general California population reflects differences in ways of living, and these differences Lemon and Kuzma enumerated as follows:
SDAs do not smoke cigarettes—or anything else. They are "virtual" abstainers.from alcoholic beverages They "are somewhat less resident in metropolitan counties." The ypractice "modified vegetarianism to an unmeasured extent" and may
have "an above average interest in health
matters."
IN THEIR report to the American Medical Assn., lemon and Kuzma said the
longer life expectancy of SDA males was
one more statistical proof of the "biologic
cost of smoking."
It is "sufficient to reinforce the concept
)f the serious threat which smoking presents to out-efforts to prolong productive
human life. This is particularly true when
we think of the enormous effort and advances that have had to be made medically
and environmentally in the United States
during the past 40 years just to equal the
longevity salvage approximated by nonsmoking" by SbAs
Kuzma works in the Loma Linda Uni.
versitv School of Public Health. Loma Linda. Cal.. and Leman now is at theJJniversitv of Kentucky School of Medicine, Lexington.
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Temporary jobs Open

MURRAY

KENTUCKY

This column of questions
answers on federal tax matters
is provided by the local
of the U. S. Internal R
Service and is publishedua
lic service to taxpayers. The
umn answers questions most fr
BY MURRAY J. BROWN
quaintly asked by taxpayers.
Q - It's been 3 months since
will cover normal living expenses.
NEW YORK (UM: American women with a hankenng
I filed and my refund still hasn't
A senior secretary can earn about $53 for a 35-hour
for travel abroad can spend the summer and fall in England this year without wrecking the family finances if
week: a skilled typist about $48. The company advises
come. What should I do?
girls to bring along a minimum of $150, in addition to
they don't mind a little work along the way.
A - Write your regional IRS
stenograexperienced
Temporary jobs are available for
buying a roundtrip trans-Atlantic ticket, to cover initial
service center or telephone your
workers
office
bers, seer e t ari e s, typist's and other
expenses and incidentals.
local IRS office. Be sure to gi
Dot Girls has offices in principal Cities in the United
a "Hciliday Work Program" sponsored by an
your Social Security number, naAmericas conMany.
States, including Atlanta, Belton. Chicago, Minneapolis,
me, address, and when your r
St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Francisco, New York and
WE CHECKS!) into work-travel opportunities abroad in
turn was filed. This information
Washington. D. C.
response to letters from readers of a previous column on
is needed to trace your return.
working vacations in the United States.
Most refund claims have alThe program abroad is run jointly by the Dictaphone
ready been processed and the
Corporation's Dot Girls, which also provides temporary
checks mailed out.
office help in the United States, and its London-based
Q - The agent examining my
counterpart, Office Services International IUK) Ltd.
return wouldn't allow all the
It runs until Oct. 31. the close of the British "holiday
(Certinued From Page One/
contributions I'd claimed
period" during which citizens from other countries are
graduates have been sent for
permitted to work temporarily in England.
Donald R. Williams, son of there anybody else at IRS I can
the barbecue, but all former Mr. and Mrs. Noah Williams of talk to about this?
ROBERT LATIAN'TE, administrative manager of the
A - You may request a distr
teachers, former class man- Paducah, formerly of Murray,
already
applications
division,
said
firm's international
hers, and friends of the clam has been named as executive conference to discuss the disand
country
have been received from women across the
are invited to call al the James' vice chairman at the Interagen- allowed deductions, Procedures
some already are working in England.
home on Doran Raid after 7:30 cy Advisory Group and Direc- for doing this are explained on
One of the first applicants was Miss Margaret Joan
p. m. on July 5 to meet and tor of the U. S. Covil Service the notice you receive explaining
Loos. 24, of Inwood. N. Y.. a secretary who said she had
talk with one another.
Commission's Complaint Office, the adjustment.
never been outside the United States except for one trip
When the class started as a according to Chairman Robert
This conference will provide
to Nassau.
freshman group in the fall of E. Hampton.
Miss Loos, who is planning to spend four months in
you with an independent review
1940, there were over forte
England. said. The thing I like about the program is that
A specialist in employee de- of the items qraestioned. Legal
members of the class, but seI will get to know the English people by working and livvelopment,
Williams has served counsel is not needed bat you
ing in London." "Another advantage is that my free time
veral dropped out or moved to
may bring someone to represent
and week ends won't be programmed as they are on tours,
other schools. All of these are as chief of regional operations, you if you wish.
Bureau
of
Training.
rn be able to make my own plans and go where and when
lino:*
attend
boom
the
to
Jan- In a district conference
open
Invited
the
uary 1968.
I like."
after the barbecua
taxpayer meets with an exper
As
executive
vice
chairman
president
The
dams
senior
was
applicants
s.id.
lattanze
program
the
TO QUALIFY for
ienced conferee, who is not assWilma Jane (Billie) Jones, now of the Interagency Advisory
Group he will work with top ociated with the audit group that
of
Cohcon
Vernon
Mrs.
Louisregistered
Dot
ana
work
be
a
must be skilled in ofhoe
Yule. Mies Malveaia Barris of personnel officials of the exe- examined his return.
Girl. There is no fee for registering with the service.
Q.-Is any tax deduction allowed
Mayfield was the valedictorian cutive branch in the develop"She can then apply and we will assist her in obtaining
and Rosie Workman, now Mrs. ment and exchange of ideas for for expenses connected with duty
a termporary work permit from the British Ministry of
J. W. Burkeen of Nashville, the improvement of Federal in the military reserve?
Labor," he said. He noted that work permits are issued
A - The cost of your uniforms
personnel policieer. As director
Tenn., was the salutatorian.
only to British firms, take six to eight weeks to obtain and
. Among the teachers through of the complaint office be will in excess of clothing allowance
are valid for four months.
the four years at Kirkaey were provide information and assist- and their care and maintenance
J. H. Walston, Mrs. Aldrich, ance to federal employees and are deductible. Travel costs to
"Any girl can apply." he saia "The only restriction—
evening reserve meetings are
Mrs. Ray Train, Mrs. Mabel- the public.
that's by English law—is that she must be over 19 years
Williams joined the Consmis- not deductible unless you worked
Pullen, Mrs. J. IL Waleton, Paul
of age."
Montgomery, Mrs. Ottis Patton, sion staff in March 1961 as m at your regular job the day of
A U.S. PASSPORT will be needed to travel outside the
Beani Darnell, and H. P. Blank- investigator in the Atlanta Re- the meeting.
*'
'United States.. .
gion. He moved to Washington
Then you can deduct cost of
Jae June 1966.
Applicants must agree to spend a minimum of eight
a direct one-way trip from your
He received his Bachelor of job
weeks in temporary assignments while in London. They
to the meeting, even though
aLso must pay their own travel fare and other expenses.
Science degree in business adyou
may go home for dinner
The company, however, will assist in making travel arministration from Murray State
first.
rangements from the United States and for temporary acUniversity in 1956, served two
Q - We are having a teauger
commodations in London until more permanent quarters
years as an Army officer, end
are found The program .alsoprovides help in arranging
warted for an insurance firm stay with us this summer. Can
we claim him as a capsulate?
tours, for theater tickets, and offers guidelines for eating,
Janice Stubblefield was med
'
. before joining the Commission
A —If he will be with youths!
dress and other helpful tips.
aka for the regular ladies day
lie is married to the former
golf held at the Oaks Country Janet Casper of Fort Lauder- just the summer no dipistisscy
"DURING A girl's stay, she will be assured temporary
Club on Wednesday.
dale, Fla., and they live with exemption may be taken.Tomato
assignments." Lattanze said, adding that "every effort will
ify as a dependent, a person Mt
be made to match job requests with positions available."
Low putts went to Doris Rose their children, Lee, age 11, related to you must be a member
Grant,
age
nine,
and
Shannon.
and Neil Tackett had low on
He said job opportunities range from working for a
f your household and live with
No. 4. Essie Cakhreil had the age three, at 4402 Hayworth your the entire year,
member of Parliament to operating office equipment.
in addition
P.
Oxon Hill, Md.
most pars and Jane Cothran
Each woman will receive literature on British office
to meeting the other tests.
had the most golf.
routine and terminology, places to go. things to see, resQ - When is a student taxed
Margaret Tidwell was the
taurants suitable for her budget, maps and transportation
on what he makes working summinformatian and facts on British currency.
golf hostese
ers?
Lattanze said British office routine is pretty much the
NOW YOU KNOW
same as in the United States but the Americans "will
A luncheon was served at the
A - When earnings for the year
probably find their bosses in London a bit more formal
noon hour with Betty Buckingand proper."
ham and Lilly Johnsoo as chair- by United Press international reach $600, a return must be,
He said the normal working hours in London are from
Because of competition from filed. However, with the taxpayman of the hostesses.
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. with an hour for lunch and week
mechanized equipment the er's personal exemption and the
ends off.
horse and mule population of minimum standard deduction,
the United States dropped from there will be no tax to pay until
THE PAY leaks there are lower than in the United
income reaches $900,
States, h noted, but "if a girl manages her salary, carefulWhen selecting gift slacks for over 25 million in 1920 to fewDon't forget that if tax is
ly and adheres to the British standard of living. her salary
Dad on his day, consider the er than three million in 1960.
withheld from your earnings, a
shirts and sportcoats in his
return must be filed to obtain
wardrobe. Pick from slacks of
Newest sports socks for men any refund that may be due,
dressy fabrics to complement his
blazers and sportcoats, or from are more colorful and employ Q - Do summer employees
casual wash '0' wear permanent novelty knits as well, as ye to be included in a selfpram slacks and walk shorts for handsome patterns. There an mployed retirement plan?
active sportswear or for "just socks to match, harmonize or
A - No, part-time and summer
contrast with the new slacks,
lounging"
'employees may usually be exsport shirts and accessories,
these plans. DeSome have cushion soles to cluded from
tails on these plans are conpamper golfers and tennis
tained in IRS Publication 560,
players and many are in the "Retirement
Plans for Self Perspiration is an enemy of stretch
construction that fit Employed Individuals." Send a
silk garments. Its salt will amoothty,
won't 'wrinkle and post card to your IRS district
deteriorate the sturdiest of silk stay
up.
office to obtain a free copy.
yarns.

Former Murrayan Is
Named To Position
With Civil Service

Mrs. Stubblefield
Is Oaks Medalist
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TRAFFIC STOPPER—Mrs. Luella Holohan might be a ironic stopper in Glenwood Springs,
Colo., even without that sign. She and four other females are flag girls at the construction site where 1/ S. IS is being widened to become Interstate 70.
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Pretty Stripe Tries

PRETTY STRIPE TRIM

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT KNIT SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
190% Cotton
Sizes: El-M-L
$100
Reg. $1.99
SPECIAL ___ _

-

1941% Cotton
Sizes: 8-M-L
Reg. $1.49
‘
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KENTUCKY Dualism — W,O. Arrnstrowg,
!mkt specialist,
has developed .a device for thinning peoches. The Kentucky
peach tree bumper, as he calls It, is used by striking the limb, TM
tool is heavy enough to knock peaches off, but padded so that
the tree is not damaged.

In
as
fe
in

FASTER METHOD TO THIN PEACHES - Three or four men
stationed on a slow moving wagon and tractor can thin peach
trees much faster than the ield method of walking around the
troe.n.th •pra46 Ilminsier. Using the Kentucky peach tree bumper,
•t9ftwo StittrAMINSISjp_11.18111krteulit to do the Joie

•

Educated Women Should Be
As Angry as Nation's Youth
CHICAGO t UPI): , The isresident of Barnard College
says the educated women of the nation should be "as
angry as the young are" at the ills of society and resist
punitive legislation aimed at young rebels on college
campuses.
Mi as Martha Peterson
told delegates to the national convention of the American Assn. of University
Women they must "resist
with all the energy individuals"can muster, legislation
that is punitive and deprives educational opportunity.

as the young are—a n d
Show it—when misery is
tolerated. when human
values are ignored, when
individuals a re incapacitated by poor medicd1 'are.
when drugs ruin lives.
When carelessness and lack
of concern pollute our environment," she told the
convention's opening session.

"WE MUST introduce
some sanity to the fears
expressed by the legislators
and point out that punitive
legislation that deprives
opportunity f o r education
is not the way to correct
the situation). What we
need is a better opportunity for education*.
Miss Peterson said a way
must be found to close the
generation gap between the
educated woman and the
young frustrated idealists
"who care."
"We need to be as angry
-•

"IT IS TIME for anger
and high emotion it we are
to direct our society in the
different way if there is
Dot a personal commitment
to at least try to correct
society's defectiveness, what
is the value of lifer
The Barnard president
referrecloto the remarks of
a young woman graduate
during commencement exercises recently and said,
"It IS not onle the obligation but the _resporisibility

pan,

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

Mixing Business With Pleasure
Means a Paid Vacation in Britain

Kirksey Class

THURSDAY — JUNE 19 1969

of the educated woman to
make the impossible possible."
"When we sit aside the
nihilists, the violent, the
disturbed, the selfishly immature on the college campus, there are an alarming
number of students . who
are critical of their education because it fits them for
the society as it is and they
are not at all sure that the
society as it is respects the
human being as a thinking,
rational person whose joy
is in the dignity of each individual in the community
where concerns and ideals
are shared.
"These young men and
young women do not discard disciplined intellectual
effort; they ask that it serve
them, their friends, their
world."
Nursing home costs are a
fast-growing area of coverage for
health insurance. The "eslth
Insurance Institute says the
coverage can range from 60 to
730 days, depending on the
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No Jobs to Small or Lams
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Confect:

REAL. ESTATE FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
3-Bedroom brick home
1 acre lot located in sight
of the University. Has large
Living room with fireplace, dining area, central gas Mat, den,
1% baths, nice storage building, carport, immediate possesWELL, WHY NOT COME TO THE
sion, $21,000.00.
LARGE 4-bedroom brick only
4 years old. Has central heat
and air-conditioning, carpet, den
with fireplace, garage, dining
eoom, 2 full baths. AU the closFOR SOME GREAT RELAXATION AND FUN!
et and storage space you have
Play Free from 8:00 p.m. till 9:00 p.m. every
ever dreamed of. The owners
are leaving town at end of
Thursday, beginning Jun e19 through July 10.
summer school. Handy to UniBring your friends (or friend) whether it be
versity, shopping center and is
boy or girl, or alone if you like.
k
E
ittrray School District.
3-bedroom brick on N.
REMEMBER! GIRLS PLAY FREE!
19th Street. Has extra large
family room, living room, 14
Air-Conditioned - Modern Equipment - Wall-tobaths, lots of cabinets, carport,
uick possession, Owners are
Wall Carpeting - Efficient and Courteous Service
town.
ACROSS FROM WILSON HALL OR CAMPUS
INTERESTED in Subdivision
Open 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 Midnight
property? We have a 40 acre
tract of land in sight of University. This land has woods, is
rolling and would make a beau
tiful subdivision. Has large
FOR SALS
FOR RENT
horse barn and priced at $32,500. Also a 85 acre tract at MASSEY FURGUSON hay baler FIVE-ROOM furnished apartWiswell which has some of the and New-Holland rake in good ment. Wall-to-wall carpet. Airast beautiful wooded lots in condition. Can be seen after conditioning, new appliances.
county, it also has some 4:30 p.m. or call Puryeer 1E- Downtown location. Mrs. Bar
extra good farm land. This plac 3949. John McCuiston, Pumas ter Bilbrey, Phone 753-1357.
Route 2.
can be bought for less
1TNC
1-21-C
$600.00 per acre.
TWO-BEDROOM trailer,
x 331*
414 ACRE farm at Providence with air-conditioner. Phone 492- NEW MOBILE HOME for rent.
with a 3-bedroom brick house gem.
12* x 56'. Nicely furnished, air
3-19-C
and other outbuildings, priced
conditioned. Located on shady
at $28,000.00.
IRISH SETTERS, registered. lot. No children or pets, couple
50 ACRE FARM on pay- Age, five weeks. Place order only. References required. Conad road near Locust Grove Bap- now. Aubrey Hatcher, 753-4961. tact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
tist Church. Has large modern
Furniture or call 7534586, beblame house, several barns, nice
tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. m.
TWO-PIECE living room suite, only.
woods lot, $21,000.00.
TIC
2-BEDROOM house on old Mur- color, rose beige. Reasonable.
HOUSES
and
ray and Paris Road with 5 acres Phone 753-3536 after 5:00 p. m. FURNISHED
J-19-C apartments for boys summer
of Land at $10,960.00.
and fall semester. Phone 753ALSO ON OLD Murray and NEARLy NEw
avagaea 5865 days - 753-5108
after 3
Paris Road an extra nice 3-bed- stove,
electric. Phone 753-8287 p. m.
TIC
room brick with large den with
after (1110 p. m.
J-30-C
fireplace, electric -heat, car
FOR RENT OR SALE: 1968
port, 1% baths and is an extra BOYS three4Pled ZnS111111
111- Mobile Home, 12' x 50'. Two
good buy at $18,500.00.
cer. Phone 75$4088 or see at bedroom, all electric. Like new
4.0CATED AT 1611 Ryan Ave. 312 North 8th St.
1-20-P oorelition. Telephone 753-3683.
nue is a 3-bedroom frame house
in good condition, electric heat, NEW DUPLEX west of college
by owner. 2 bedrooms, living
and is priced at $9,500.00.
AT DEXTER a nice 6-room room, dining-kitchen on both AIR-CONDITIONED, furnished
apartment, convenient to
house with electric heat, gas is sides. Also one side has 12'
camp'
available, city water, also good 25' den, carport, utility and 25' us, $75.00 per month. 915 North
16th
Street.
J-23-P
x 26' patio. Opportunity for
well, $6500.00.
• ALMO HEIGHTS a good rental property, Uye in one side IIIIIRATLEHED five-room apartsolid house on Lot 100' x 500' and red the other, '753-E1125.
ment with private bath. Call
1-20-C 753-6878.
for only $4500.00.
eh70 ACRES of land on HighSway 94 near • lake. Has long ENGAGEMENT RING and wed- ONE AND two-bedroom furnishhighway front, needs some do- ding band. Call 753-1916 before ed apartments on South 10th.
Zimmerman Apartments. Phone
zer work, can be bought worth 3:00 p. m. and ask for Mary.
the money.
1-30-C
TPWC 753-6609.
ONE OF the better homes in NEW
Duro "Item TWO-BEDROOM duplex, dishHEAVY
the county located on the New
;oncord Highway. Has 3 extra &SHP gear box, stump jump's, wisher, air, ranillax disPossl,
large bedrooms, large living and solid tail wheel. Heavy en-lcarPeteci throughout. Phone
1-19-C
room, extra large den with fire- DUO to Clat 4" bushes, gentle 753-7550place, 2 baths, carpet, central enough to cut your Lawn. fr TWO - BEDROOM apartment
larg
e e and air, double carport, pick-up models, $325.00. Also Air-conditioner, carpets, elechat
4' pick-up and 5' pull models. tric
shade, for $35,000.00.
kitchen, carport. Call 753NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. 5673.
TIC
July 12-C
Dudley Drive. Has central heat
and air, carpet, 2-car garage, SCIC MONTH old solid
oak Span- THREE-BEDROOM house with
large patio, range, dishwAsher, ish dining room suit, table
with basement, unfurnished. 1306
nice lot, if bought at once four chain, $150.00.
Like new, Poplar. Call 753-8175.
1-23-C
some of the colors and patterns two-piece Early American
livmight be chosen by purchaser, ing room mite, $115.00.
AIR-CONDIT
IONED
trailer, all
West$30,000.00
inghouse, 40" electric range, electric, size 8' x 40', rent, $45
WE HAVE several other good good condition,
$36.00. Phone per month. Call 489-3623. 3-20-C
buys that are not mentioned 753-6420.
3-19-P LARGE PRIVATE lot to part
owe would be glad to talk to
you about. You will always find GERT'S a gay girl-reedy for a. mobile home, located at Stella
3-30-C
pleasure in doing business with whirl after cleaning carpets with Call 489-3623.
Roberts Realty. Ask the people Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- FURNISHED apartment, twowho have done business with pooer $1. Big IL
1-21-C bedrooms, air - conditioned.
us. Call 753-1651 or come by
MOBILE
HOME, 1967 model, Phone 753-6347 after 5:00 p. m.
and see us at 505 Main. J-20-C
1-20-P
1.2' x 64' three bedrooms. Paris,
LOW QUALIFYING. Three-bed- Tenn. 642-3369.
FOUR-BEDROOM
house for
room home. Masonite aiding.
boys, near campus, furnished.
On 1 acre tract, approximately SINGER automatic sewing ma- Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482.
dine-fourth mile from Kentucky chine. Sews forward and backJ-20-C
Wake, located three miles from ward, monograms, fancy deNew Concord on Hwy. 444. May signs, all without atAachments. 2-BEDROOM unfurnished apartbe used as summer cottage or Sold new for $319.50. Balance, ment, 1301 Peggy Arm Drive,
prime shelter. $150.00 down $86.40 or take over payments air-conditioned. C..all 753-6065.
p payments, $65.00 per month, for of $9.10 a month. Phone
1-20-C
753only 12 years. Call Charles 8853.
1-26-C TWO-BEDROOM, den, and
kitReese, collect, Paducah 442apartment.
5479,
3-23-C 1968 MODEL Singer Zig-Zag in chen, furnished
desk. This machine sews de- Wall-to-wall carpet, air-condiKENTUCKY LAKE Lots For
corative designs, blind hems, tioning, open for weekly or monSale: Keniana Shores at Hamsews on buttons and makes but- thly rates. May be seen at Keltnt
n, 100' a 200', $895 and $895; tonholes without
the use of at- ley's Pest Control, located 100
1 water Available, lake tachments.
3-20-C
Only $58.90 cash or S. 13th Street.
access and boat ramp, $10 down
team of $4.97 per month. For 2-BEDROOM trailer. Call Branand $10 per month. Take 121
free home-trial call collect Ps- don Dill after 4 p. m. 753-2930.
southeast to New Concord, then
diNizIat 164605.
.1-25-C
3-20-C
444 northeast to Keniana, follow signs. Phone 438-5320.
1960
twin needle Zig- UNFURNISHED, one side of du1-24-C Zig-in nice console. Does not plex, one-be
droom, living room
mai attachments to make with dinette, kitchen, storage
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
, monograms, blind room, private drive and
carport.
brick on Keeneland Drive. Ex1Ibt)
sews twin designs and Available July 1st. 1631
Farminclude seperate paneled
buttons.
Full price only er. Call 492-8174 after
ea% on
10:30
ily room; carpeting through.
$35.49 or $44.09 per month. a. in.
1-21-C
dut; avacado refrigerator, range Twenty year guarantee.
For
free
and dishwasher; dispoeal; large home trial call collect
Padu- THREE-BEDROOM unfurnished
landscaped lot. Under $23,000 - cah,
442-8605.
1-25-C house, west of Murray. Phone
1-25-C
00. Phone 753-7424.
435-5353.
USED MARK IV car air-condiGO-CART, $45.00. ALso GE teletioner, used two months. Sells FURNISHED three-room basevision set. Phone 753-7546.
for $300.00, will take $125.00. ment apartment. All utilties
Also one saddle pony, 56", gen- furnished, private entrance and
bath. $65.00 per month. Phone
tle. Phone 492,8416.
LOST a POUND
753-8204.
1-21-C
'
1
6
-IT: Monday, one fluffy gra
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. Airkitten in the vicinity of N. 8th
conditioned. Utilities paid. AdSt. Call 753-3859.
Jults only. No pats. Phone 753WANTED, ear corn. Contact 7233.
1-20-C
Stella Feed Mill, 753-1255.
INA/4TRD TO MINT
J-19-C TWO FURNISHED apartments.
WANTED: Three - bedroom
near-the University. Phone 753house by August 1. Wi11 fur- WANTED: qsed metal storage E1040 or 7534050 after 0;00.p.
7524506 building, any size. Phone '159-- Eilr reffSeeires.
•
J41-C
1-21-P
PIPS'
Mir $00 p. m.

CO-EDS! LOOKING FOR RELAXATION
AND FUN?

Crazyhorse

mood Springs,
Is at the conite 70.

orac

MALE OR FEMALE, no experience necessary. We will train
you. Apply between 2 and 4 in
the afternoon, in person. No
phone calls. Dart-Castle. TIC

GET RID OF
PESTS

DINNER COOKS, short order
coc•ks, salad makers, food line
supervisor, dish maching operators,. These jobs are full time
jobs. No phone calls. Apply in
person, Colonial House Smorgasbord.
TFC

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TIRMITS5
Eat Your Home

:.YE stun

an

ft

1KLIN

=les1

C

FAN

cin

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502
Setweee 8:00 a. m. and
500 p.
1-17-C

AUTOS FOR SALO
EXTRA NICE 1965 Comet, two
door, 6-cylinder, straight shift.
Bought new locally. Must see
to appreciate. Phone 753-8109.
J-19-C

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) The late Thomas Merton, Trappist monk, author, theologian
and poet vhio died in Thailand
last December, left the bulk of
his literary and personal writings
to Bellarmine-Crsuline College
here.
Merton was electrocuted in
Bangkok, Thailand, when he
touched an unwrapped cord on
an electric light in his hotel

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

WELCOMING HOSTESS. If you
are a civic-minded, middle-age,
personable lady with car available, you may qualify to welcome newcomers to Murray.
Part time; may earrt.$4 per
hour. Call Mrs. Hyde collect
502443-7383.
1-19-P

Masao 7S3-3914
Limited 1410 Se. 1311. E.

NOTKII

CARD OF THANKS
12.13CTROLUX
We take this means to thank
Service, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. each of our friends and neighM. Sanders. Phone 31824176, bors for all they have done for
Lynnville, Ky.
July8-C us while our daughter was in
the hospital and our stay in
SUE SAMMONS is now at West Memphis.
Side Beauty Shop. Phone 753We also thank Carter School
3344.
for all the cards, gifts, flowers,
DID YOU LIKE "Thunder Road" and understanding they have
....Did you like "Bonnie and given us.
We thank every one for their
Clyde", then you'll love "Killers 3". It plays Sunday thru prayers, gifts, cards and flowWednesday at the Murray ers.
Sincerely,
Drive-In Theatre.
1-21-C
Robert Hill
1TC

swims &

511RVICR3 OFFERED
WILL MOW lawns and other
odd jobs. Call 753-6030 TFNC
WILL KEEP child in my home
while mother attends school.
Phone 753-6251.
.1-21-C
WILL GIVE piano lessons. If
Interested call 753-4399. 1-19-P
WILL TUTOR tint through
third graders in my home during summer months. Call 7535589.
1-19-C
YARDS leveled and sowed, any
size to owners desire. Phone
753-3653.
1-23-C
FORMER TEACHER will do
baby sitting in her home, located near the University. Phone
753-8693

ACROSS

Hundreds of his unpublished
manuscripts and other works
will be deposited in the college's Merton Room. The room
was opened in 1964 in his
honor.
'Mi.rton, .53, spent the last
27 years of his life at the Abbey
of Gethsemani, a Trappist monastery near Bardstown, Ky.
Manuscripts of some of
Merton's early works, including
"The Seven Storey Mountain,
which brought him international
fame. are not included in the
collection. Merton gave them
away to friends.
Answer to Yesterday $ Puzzke
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is

3-Male
4-Symbol for
silver
5-Abases
6-Dock
7-Consumes
8.Possessive
pronoun
9-Railroad
(abbr.)
10-Signify
11 -Lifts the hat
13-Venetian
magistrates
16-Simpletons
19-Rock
20-Expired
22-Stupefies
23-Wire nails
26-Doctrine
27-Uninteresting
person
28-Withstands
29-Make amends

30-Basest
31-Unmoving
32-Analyzed, as
sentence
33-Heavenly being
35-Paper
measure (pi )
38-Encounter

39-Slave
41-Number
42-Scottish for
"one"
44-Symbol for
tellurium
46-Guido's low
note

s
products
28-Peruse
29-By oneself
31-Ward off
32-Parent
(colloq.)
34-Rocky hills
35-Ascends
36-Indefinite
article
37-Be in debt
38-Earn
20 111111
39-Unit of energy
illt
i
i
i
i
i111
0111111
111MIMA
40-Compass point
I
41-Athletic-•- 1111
:KAI
groups
42 The caama
Mg
II
43-Hold in high
regard
45 Passage
through
mountain
47-Temporary
shelter (pl.)
48-Spirited horse
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DOWN
1 -Fleets of
ships
2-Hebrew
measure
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts.
,
w
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r

116

YE5, IT'S SOPPERTIME,THE VER'y
BEST TIME OF DO!!014, IT'S
5OPPERTIAlEf IT'S SOPPERTIME!

5UPPERlitetE!SVPPERTIME,
014,
S)PPERTIME, SUPPERTIME!

oKAt4 you grie-16),"
DEAGLE... IT'S
sofTERTImE:

room.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NIGHT time janitor wanted. ApCLASSIC 1956 Mercedes Road- 1-Wanderer
Locally owned and operat- ply at Triangle
Inn, in person, ster. Mechanically
6-Eerie
good, body 11-Harm
ed for 30 years. We can be or call 753-4953.
1-19-C rough. Best offer. Tom
reached 34 hours a day.
Sharak, 12-Detestation
14-Part of stove
WANTED: baby sitter in my Richmond Hall, Room 103.
15-Protective
Call Today Per FREE
home, mornings. Phone 7531-21-P
ditches
Inspection
17-Negative
E002.
-1-21
"1956 VOLKSWAGEN, $75.00. 18-Evergreen tree
rheas 7534814
19-Scorches
SELIZTG AVON IS FUN! Earn Needs body work. Can't beat it 20-Canine
Member Chamber of
as you learn! Pay bills, make for cheap transportation. Phone 21-Symbol for
Commerce and Builders
iron
friends, territory openings near 753-6273.
1-25-C
Association. LCP-196
22-Wand
you. Call or write: Mrs. Evelyn 2-BEDROOM
23-Nip
trailer, on private
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist.. 440,
ship
lot. Electric heat and air - con- 24-Steam
(abbr.)
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky. ditioning.
Couple only. Call 753- 25-Measure of
42064. Phone 965-3363.
weight (pl.)
8311.
J-21-C 26-Woody
plants
H4-21)-C
27-Baker'

c

Trim

THURSDAY - JUNE 19. are

BLACK TOP PAYING College Gets
Merton Works
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I_ FEEL LIKE I'M
FEEDING FRED ASTAIRE!
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by Ernie Busluniller
NOW

TO

SPOT

FIND
FOR

A

1

adis-../.4

GOOD

BUSINESS

WEIGHT
GliD

LOW
CALORIE
LEmoNAD.f..

LOW
CALORIE
LEMONADE
Auk
,
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
THIS BLARSTED WEATHER'S
BEEN LASTiN' LONGER THAN
I CAN KEEP TRACK OF -AN'
I AIN'T GOT THE FOGGIEST
NOTION WHERE l'AA afiRRRIRA
AT.'
\

NOT A LANDMARK IN
SIGHT-- I COULD BE IN
THE A 1/00LE 0' THE
ATLANTIC OCEAA/
FOR ALL I
KNOWS ./

Tla in..1.1 5 •••
•101. by

-A• ANNA
PINN••• WARR.

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
LOBSTER BISQUE,DUCKL I NG
\MTH ORANGE, AND BAKED
ALASKA -COMPLI MEtsITS OF A
CERTAIN SWEET SOMEONE!!
LI%
4•_,1414

A5---IT'S ALL FO'
A SARTI
SWINE
OF A
Jr:4k SOMEONE!!

•

•

t,t6

AstibU

vs,

Ait
/F160
4
Apvir!
,
AliY7

•I

Catals--

•
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Early Beauty Prayer Book
Treatment Born From A Queen
Of Necessity
FULTON,

•

TRENTON, N. J. (UPI) More than 40 yews ago bee lifts
were virtually ushaews. It was a
dm of trolley am be hams
dist movies Booty bistaiseda
wire in the estryesie stop.
Rut the theory at tlghlsobs
excess skhs to ellmbide lase
tell-tele amens oa the Ow mode
good some to AsTaylor.
She kit upon a spithillossl
adleeive-back cloth whicl,
pm* from a emu of whimsy,
the oat late the ships of wings
The beet Mae to inch It on,
she Egmed, was at at. Fetid
amoeba aire relaxed during deep
and can be manipulated sem
sadly. As a working vomit,
peopristor of Trenton's
ready-to-wear dress &op, dio
also knew it was moot
cowesalent to apply the weblike
whilP at Wet
The. hips a *hely regime
of ciesoilag, misgpag and
tightesing. Soon, and shoot ea
wadi to her airpriee u her
friende, the hateful wrinkles
eared. And equally
the bead honalf the
sallelpeossor of a do**- C
non-peyIng busiest praise*
hundreds of her polished
"wings" for friends with shalt
problems.
AJdecl by her good friss&
Trenton's town we. banker
Mary Rosblig„ she berthed
whet vras to become a thrieleig
Wises. On. request Mowed
another and "Hollywood Wine
woV born - the Hollywood
aided to repognitioo of She
mew dernende pouring in him
endow whims a wrinkle coil
wen u oropioymest.
Today the badness. essikfog
lb 40th analmiary, is ended
es by the fgraltoes deughler,
Silty Taylor !Carney, abo of
fisolon.
1agrone you amid
leo
hhifiont letter ostessottep
ibiqj;
Irkassiry sp. -Our
• adealliks MEW tonueoL It
map a sue of ow
lailjolzIphor."
of
reede—N
•$
imil4:
11 Who
Beeutiful Wounes." hot they
not for puhlkotles.
"We've humane a wry
kind of enelety,"
nit "But a lady's wrinkloa
are jtut between her Ind bee
Maker."
Regarding beauty advice, Mrs.
Kerney will only quote bar
mother in esying - "Start
arty."
"Don't welt to see that first
wrinkle. Replenish the osteral
olls daily with a good rich
cram, manage the face and
neck methodically and
religiously, apply a frieky
stringent to mur cisiddies
and, of course, use Wine toIhs
danger zones."
The drape zoom between
bows, on the lorebeed
amend the mouth.

Mo. (UM

A prayer book, nosTibed by
the Queen Mother of Engiand,
rests in the inston Churchill
Memorial and Library here after
being used in dedication services
in May.
The Rook of Comnion.Praver,
-

used by the Church of %CI
The Queen Mothei: wrote on pus in Fulton as a memorial
was sent by the, Quintal
the flyleaf of the gilt-edged to Sir Winston Churchill. From
Elizabeth R. Queen Mother,
to Dr. Robert I.. D. Davidson. volume:
May 1969."
president of Westminster
"Presented
the
to
church
of
,
The Christopher Wren church,
where the Miaowed churchlaie
of St St. Mary, Aldermanbury, moved
Mary the Virgin, A/dermanbury from London in 1966 and re- destroyed in a Nazi bomber atnow stands.
stored on the Westminster cam- tack in early World War II, is
a memorial to Churchill's "Iror

JUNE 19,_ 1069
beer in si
and
sipping sake
trains with tatami flooring, t,ty.
the Japan National Railways
Corporation. The six special
trains were reserved for 10
months even before they started
service June 2, according to the

THURSDAY
NAGOYA, japan (UPI) —
The Japanese, who relax more
on the tatami (straw mattress)
than on a chair or a sofa, are
Curtain" speech delivered at the
college in 1946.

—

corporation.

OLEMAN_,FUE
Big K hos a complete
line of Coleman
Merchandise at discount prices.
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•Powerful 3-speed motor
•Grilles swing out
easily tor black clean
ing
a Retractable contour grip
handle
•5-year warranty on
permanently iubri
cated GI motor
Self-Propelled
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LAWN MOWER _ _ _ only '66.88
Black & Decker Electric

Lawn Mower _ _ _ 69.88 & '99.88
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BALTIMORE (UPI) - Al
travelers beginning their trips
at Baltimore's Friendship Aiport can book only one-way
service to at least 16 cities,
including Louisville. Ky., Little
Rock, Ark.. and Phoenix, Ariz.,
according to Rep. Samuel
Friedel (D-Md.).
Friedel said lack of round
trip service to such important
cities is an example of inadequate scheduling. The c
man. Chairman of the House
use
Subcommittee on Transportation and Aeronautics, has introduced a bill to force the
Civil Aeronautics Board to require airlines to provide better
merrier.

Sun In speeds up the
sun to lighten your
hair. Gives you that
fashionable sunblonded look.
Conditions and helps
protect too_
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KILLED BY fAISTAKE--Donald
L Oughton above ) was shot
to death by miatake in Los
Angeles by a
policeman
looking for a freeway sniper
Oughton. 29, who had a severe speech impediment was
being frisked and when he
reached for his wallet to
Am. a card explaining- his
• onditio n, the policeman
thoUght he wits pulling_ A
gun It was nighttime
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BIG K
GIVES
331/3% DISCOUNT
ALL FILM DEVELOPING
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